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Introduction 
 

Old Bawn Community School is a community of learning. Everyone must take their roles and 

responsibilities seriously in order to optimise learning and maximise the wellbeing of all. The 

school is a positive happy environment and to maintain this The Learning Code: 

• Ensures that all in the school are clear about the essential high standards that we 

seek to uphold.  

• Provides a model and methodology to follow so that everyone remains on track and 

is provided with the appropriate intervention and support should such be necessary.  

The process of development and review that preceded this document has taken two years 

and involved students, staff, parents and the Board of Mangement. This new Learning Code 

builds upon and updates previous Codes of Behaviour. It is a living document that may 

change, grow and evolve in tandem with legislation, research, educational and psychological 

understanding, technology, culture and the curriculum. The document was drafted in 

tandem with the lived experience and research of all in the school. It is a document that 

reflects and is rooted in the reality of life in the school community.   

• Staff will refer to this document as a guide to providing the highest standards in 

school and classroom management, in achieving a balanced and harmonious learning 

environment and as a reference if things go wrong or support is required.  

• Parents will use this document to clarify the rules and standards expected of 

students and all members of the school community, the breadth and depth of 

learning and behaviour supports available in the school and the complexities 

associated with the whole area.  

This learning code also presents a legal framework when sanctions are warranted. It differs 

from previous Codes of Behaviour in so far as it endeavours to provide and outlines 

alternatives to sanction as much as possible. However, in circumstances when the threshold 

for punitive sanctions such as suspension and expulsion are reached the Learning Code 

outlines the process succinctly.  

All parents and guardians will be required to sign this Learning Code signifying that they 

accept the rules and standards expected in the school and that they will remain available 

and contactable to should they be required to meet and discuss a behaviour issue so they 

can be fully involved in subsequent resolution.  

It has always been the policy of the school to work in partnership with parents and 

guardians to achieve the most positive outcomes. The centrality of the student is paramount 

as is mindfulness of both their pastoral and educational needs while balancing the needs of 

the individual with that of the collective. This Learning Code restates these principles with 

unequivocal clarity. Its is more than a list of rules, a policy, a plan or a statement of intent. 

It is a handbook for everyone in the school community outlining how we should conduct our 

business and interactions and a code to follow that helps us aspire to find the best in each 

other. The Learning Code once adopted by the Board of Management is a living document 

and will be updated and reviewed on an ongoing basis 

All legal considerations, the statutory framework and rationale underpinning this document 

can be downloaded and viewed at the following links: 
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1. TUSLA Guidelines for Schools Developing a Code of Behaviour 

 https://www.tusla.ie/uploads/content/guidelines_school_codes_eng.pdf   

2. 1998 Education Act 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/1998/act/51/enacted/en/html  

3. Education Welfare Act 2000 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2000/act/22/enacted/en/html  

4. Children First 2015/ DCYA Guidelines 2019 

http://www.irishstatutebook.ie/eli/2015/act/36/enacted/en/html  

https://www.dcya.gov.ie/viewdoc.asp?fn=%2Fdocuments%2FChildren_First%2FChildrenFirs

tLegislation.htm  

5. Data Protection in Schools SES 2019 

https://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleges/Information/Post-Primary-School-

Policies/Policies/Data-Protection.html  
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Philosophy and Rationale 

Old Bawn Community School is a happy and healthy learning environment. Everyone in the 

school community has a stake in it. Students grow from childhood to adulthood spending 

the majority of their teenage years here in the hope of progressing into a successful and 

productive life. The school does everything it can to ensure that this happens. In a 

community of around 1000 people interacting and moving around, there is complicated and 

powerful dynamic at play every day in the school. Every individual is different, their family 

background is unique, their readiness to learn is never the same. What happened the 

previous evening or even that morning on line has an influence on all of school life. The 

weather, the economy, the time of year and many aspects of the external environment have 

a bearing or everyone’s lives coming to and within school. It is in this context that we frame 

our Learning Code.  

• The purpose of the Learning Code is to optimise leaning and teaching for all.  

• The Leaning Code protects the vulnerable or struggling person whoever that may be.  

• It promotes and underpins an atmosphere in the school where everyone can achieve 

their potential and excel.  

• It is the work of a school that cares about holistic wellbeing and success.  

• Every member of the school community is a party to the aims of the Code.  

 

In the past Learning Codes were termed Codes of Discipline or Codes of Behaviour. 

They were sterile documents which outlined the rules of the school and what would happen 

if you broke them. They were simpler in form and very straight forward but existed at a time 

when school drop out was higher and educational attainment was poorer than it is now. 

They did not fully comprehend the reasons for poor behaviour and the potential for change 

through differing school and classroom cultures and structures and targeted, planned and 

appropriate intervention.  

At a workshop as part of the research portion of this document a student quoted Albert 

Einstein. He said:  

“The definition of madness is doing the same thing repeatedly but expecting 

different results.”  

His point was that if teachers or schools are repeatedly giving out so called punishments or 

sanctions to the same individuals, with little or no improvement, then the school is engaging 

in a futile or worthless exercise. The practice may even be harmful or counter productive. 

Education in general in Ireland and internationally is moving away from models of sanction 

and punishment towards ones which are more personalised and evidence based. Put simply 

finding the root cause of the problem and treating it.  

This document will not outline in detail every aspect of every type of intervention and 

programme available. It will however outline in general terms the themes and key areas of 

concentration. It also acts as a prompt of where and how to find solutions and good 

practice.  The school Senior Leadership Team, Year Heads, Pastoral Care team, Guidance 

Department, Behaviour Support Team, Special Educational Needs Department, Student 

Development Officers and approved outside agencies and professionals ara all part of the 

apparatus of support designed to try to meet every need and overcome every educational 

barrier.  
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Evidence based Interventions 

 

Everything we do in education must be situated on a sound evidential foundation. It also 

must be planned, warranted, reflected upon and recorded. Research and educational 

psychology for example highlights strong evidence to suggest that understanding and 

treating the causes of misbehaviour is far more successful in achieving lasting behaviour 

improvement than punishment or sanction. This is not to say that the school never utilises 

sanction or consequences following specific behaviour patterns or incidents. At times, for 

instance, a suspension not only serves as a sanction but also as a necessary cooling off 

period and health and safety imperative. Details regarding this area is outlined later in this 

document. However, it is and has been a long-established policy in Old Bawn Community 

School that evidence-based interventions are employed and utilised should a pattern of 

problematic behaviour occur. Staff on corridors and in classrooms learn through training and 

experience how to intervene in a way that deescalates and prevents. Evidence based 

interventions are also designed to minimise disruption, attention and embarrassment.  

 

Later in this document a broad range of initiatives and programmes are outlined which 

demonstrate the school’s evidence-based approach. Relating to what happens within the 

classroom, extensive attention has been given to classroom management strategies, 

problem behaviour checklists, simplifying rules such as the 5B’s of Old Bawn and scaling as 

a formative way of understanding. Restorative practice models and online instant 

communication with parents form shared ways of working to delay and ameliorate the need 

to refer on or request behaviour support for a student. When further referral is initiated, a 

multi-disciplinary and often inter departmental or inter agency evidential approach is 

initiated by Year Heads and Student Development Officers (SDO). Examples of this outlined 

later in this document include Student Support and Pastoral Care mechanisms, Career 

Guidance, The Special Educationl Needs Department, The Old Bawn Integr8 targeted 

intervention programme, Treo Nua Behaviour Support, The School Completion Programme 

and Outside Agencies and Services.  

 

Staff are always encouraged and facilitated to engage in continuing professional evelpment 

and training in this area. An example of good practice in this area is the Sanford Inspire 

programme https://modules.sanfordinspire.org  which many of our staff have engaged in 

and our Learning Code training and induction programme which current and all new staff 

engage in.  

 

Of paramount importance in relation to Teaching and Learning in Old Bawn Community 

School is the wellbeing and success of every member of the school community. Evidence 

also reminds us that as staff and leaders we model the behaviour and habits that we expect 

from students and in seeking a calm resolution in every situation we calmly engage in that 

process expecting satisfactory agreed resolution.  

https://modules.sanfordinspire.org/
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Parents and guardians expect the highest standards of professionalism, planning and 

accountability in relation to all matters of intervention when problems arise. In ensuring that 

this happens, parents and guardians must also acknowledge and accept their responsibilities 

when more specialised intervention is required in relation to behaviour. The school cannot 

intervene successfully if parents do not engage fully and offer their full support and 

cooperation. Ultimately, when parents do not cooperate or are regularly unavailable, this 

adversely affects the efficacy of any programme or intervention and more importantly 

lessens the chances of a successful outcome for the student. In certain circumstances, 

parental non co-operation or poor participation in behaviour interventions may result in the 

students continued presence in the school being discussed and the Education Welfare 

Service becoming involved.  
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Classroom Harmony and Management & The Problem 

Behaviour Checklist 

 

This is perhaps the most important section of the Learning Code. It relates to what happens 

in the classroom, the centrality of learning for all as the core business of the school and how 

as a school we strive to achieve harmonious learning spaces where all reach their potential, 

and no one is allowed to prevent this. The following 5 quotations help to provide the basis 

for our philosophy and understanding in relation to classroom interaction and dynamics.  

 

• “Do not underestimate the power of building a strong relationship with your 
students.” 

• “We encounter the type of students we want by becoming the teachers that they 
need.” 

• “Agreed high standards from all are necessary so all will learn and achieve their 
potential.” 

• “Nobody has the right to stop others from learning.” 

• “Respect must remain even in disagreement.” 
 

Simply put, when teachers form strong relationships and trust, there is less chance of 

disruption and problems are resolved more easily and satisfactorily. When we accept and 

address the differing needs in the classroom and differentiate our approach accordingly, we 

have less stress and more success. Whatever rules or methods we follow we should never 

lessen or lower our standards in relation to learning and respect. If someone is preventing 

teaching and learning from happening this must be addressed immediately and 

appropriately for their benefit and the benefit of everyone else.  

 

Although teachers have different ways of working, customs and habits and teacher 

professional autonomy is respected, a working group was established to provide the 

following outline of agreed and well-established ways of working. This model of classroom 

management helps students and teachers in Old Bawn work to their best ability in a 

harmonious, respectful and healthy environment. It will also help parents understand and 

engage better when attention or intervention is required.  

 

Setup 

 

• The teacher starts on time and the student arrives on time. 

• Students line up in a designated spot outside. 

• The teacher greets the students and invites them to take their seats according to an 

agreed seating plan. Students do not have the right to decide where they sit. 

• Routine at the beginning, the end and during key moments of the class helps 

everyone keep focus. This could simply be taking out equipment, dating 
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copy/opening a particular computer programme or writing a sentence about the 

previous days learning intention.  Loose routines can lead to loss of focus and 

disruption.   

• Teachers insist on basic manners and routines. This is modelled and the language of 

same is taught at the beginning of the year and revisited regularly. Scaling is very 

useful here especially for younger students. Eg: “yesterday we achieved 5 out of 10 

for concentration and effort, today we will try to achieve…..” 

 

Creating consequences 

 

• Students need to be clear about rules, and behaviour expectations. These must be 

defined, explained and taught.  

• Teachers can identify potential misbehaviours, not by pointing to it as it happens but 

discussing it beforehand.  

• Consequences are also discussed, agreed and consistent.  

• Checking behaviour is done quietly and in proximity in a way that doesn’t further 

disrupt the class. A follow up conversation/check is a very successful strategy, later 

in class, after class or best of all at another time altogether.  

• Consequences must be checked also. There is no point in establishing consequences 

if they are not followed through.   

 

Rules and Behaviour Expectations 

 

• A discussion regarding the boundaries of acceptable and unacceptable behaviour in 

the teacher’s classroom on the first day is desirable.  

• Students should be encouraged to note and discuss these rules and expectations so 

they become familiar and take ownership of them as something they need to learn.  

• In discussing this with students and seeking their responses and contributions they 

become allies in the creation of a more positive environment.  

 

Misbehaviour and consequences 

 

Define the misbehaviour that the consequence is designed to address. It is the common 

experience of teachers that students generally engage positively with such discussions and 

agree with and share the concerns of others and the teacher. When allowing the student to 

explore or design agreed possible consequences, they have a tendency to be over punitive 

so it is important for the teacher to have a clear idea before the discussion. The bottom line 

is that the teacher is mandated to manage the class and students must adhere to agreed 

school rules.  
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Consequences must be:   

1. Logical 

2. Promote student responsibility. 

3. Proactive. 

4. Increase in intensity. 

5. Shared with the student. 

6. Consistent. 

7. Stopped, discussed or changed if they do not achieve the desired result. 

 

• Any consequences must be logically linked to the misbehaviour it is designed to 

address.  

• The purpose of any consequence is not designed to exert control over students or as 

painful punishment, but to foster student responsibility. 

• Consequences must have regard for circumstance and context. 

• Consequences are never for a class or group, only those responsible for a specific 

incident or misbehavior. 

 

Dismissing the class 

 

• Establish a routine for ending the class. 

• Take down and check homework/students push chairs in/lift them on to desks/stand 

behind desks. 

• Allow a row of class to leave at a time and give time to thank the class and say 

goodbye.  

• Do not end the class early. 

• Do not allow students to gather at the door waiting for the bell. 

• Discussions about misbehaviour are better left till the beginning of the next class. 

• A routine allows a student to predict when it is a good time to speak to a teacher 

one to one at the end of class. 

 

 

Classroom Strategies 

 

Clear Classroom rules, logical consequences, follow through and consistency are essential 

and will reduce the likelihood of misbehaviour.  

 

• Resist the temptation to get emotional 

Once students sense the teacher is upset, the implication is that control is lost. This can 

have a snowball effect. Teachers should stick to the rules and routine and never highlight 
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the fact that behaviour is getting worse even if it is. This matter can be addressed following 

a few out of class time conversations before the next class.  

 

• Use Proximity 

Stand near, even touch the desk of talking students while beginning to speak. Standing 

close to misbehaving students and moving around is an effective measure.  

 

• Addressing a noisy class 

It is OK for a teacher to raise their voice above the level of noise of a class or incident to 

bring attention to an instruction or directive, but important to bring the tone back down as 

soon as possible. This is not to be confused with a teacher shouting angrily at a group or at 

an individual which is unacceptable.  A calm teacher voice has more chance of calming a 

class than a raised or agitated one.  

 

• Visual Intervention and the 5 Chances Rule  

Visual intervention is very effective and the rule of 5 chances is a good example of this. A 

teacher explains that the class has 5 chances to quieten down/get on task and will be given 

5 reminders during the class to become quieter or more attentive. Numbers 1 to 5 or 5 

squares or symbols are written on a board. When the noise level of the class becomes 

unacceptable or the level of attentiveness drops the teacher crosses out/erases one of the 

numbers or symbols. The class will have been informed that when all 5 are gone 

consequences for the individuals causing the disturbance/ or inattention will begin. This 

method usually delays consequences and restores focus before number 5 is reached.  

 

• Rewarding Good Behaviour 

A good classroom management system will also include positive reinforcement. Studies have 

also shown that “catching” and rewarding good behaviour by those who regularly misbehave 

has a greater chance of changing behaviour than punishment. Students we surveyed have 

also reinforced this finding. Award certificates, messages and postcards home to parents or 

simple sincere verbal praise can keep good behaviour on track and build self-esteem. Praise 

the effort not the outcome. 

 

• Understand where poor behaviour comes from 

Many teachers in Old Bawn have conducted studies concerning the causes of misbehavior, 

which enhances our understanding of why it happens. While there are many causes and 

every individual is unique, it can be as simple as emanating from low self-esteem and/or a 

personal belief on the part of the student that they will not achieve success. It is important 

for teachers to communicate with relevant staff regarding their classes such as Year Heads 

and the SEN Department to understand the differing needs in a class and prepare 

accordingly.  
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• Redirect Student Energy 

It is important to redirect student energy to end the misbehaviour without negative feelings. 

Turn the student’s attention to something else. Ask the student to give out books or clean 

the board or bring their attention to something they are interested to begin a new topic. A 

community task could be given as a consequence at the end of class such as asking for help 

putting up chairs and this could be the space needed to have a restorative conversation.  

 

• Maintain Student Dignity 

Corrections are often necessary but situations can be handled quietly and calmly. Praise 

students publicly but a reprimand or discussion should happen outside the audience of the 

full class. Sarcasm is unfair and unproductive.  

 

• Give the student a chance to respond  

In conversation with the student, allow them a chance to respond and be heard. Invite them 

to articulate what they think they could do to improve the situation.  

• Go through the Restorative Practice Questions 

All classrooms have the restorative practice questions displayed. A teacher may decide 

following an incident or pattern of behaviour to use the model questions with the student 

and/or a third party to restore a relationship and help the student take more responsibility 

for their behaviour and next steps.  

 

• Avoid Win-Lose conflicts  

Emphasise problem solving and a solution focus rather than annoyance or punishment. 

Maintain the focus on learning/ other learners and harmony within the class. Teachers 

should not be afraid to ask if there’s anything they themselves can change.  

 

• Issue a verbal warning 

If classroom rules are agreed and understood, a gentle formulaic reminder of those rules 

may be sufficient. Teachers often stop, change stance and highlight the rule. Anyone can 

make a mistake and this strategy is usually once off and useful. This will only work if rules 

are discussed, agreed, learned, consistent and understood.  

 

• Issuing a written warning  

Issuing a note to parents on the school online management system (VS Ware) or in the 

journal, is an escalation but still within the remit of the class teacher. This should not be 

done in front of the class or in an incendiary way. 
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• Remain courteous in the face of hostility or anger 

Modelling the behaviour we expect will do more to propagate it than becoming angry or 

impolite ourselves. This also helps maintain respect and establish rapport.  

 

• Ignore or minimise minor problems instead of disrupting the whole class 

A glance, a directed question, a change of focus or simple proximity may be enough to stop 

misbehaviour. A busy class is less likely to misbehave so rather than wait for perfect 

attention before beginning or continuing, start the activity and only concentrate on those 

not participating once the rest are already busy.  

 

• Speak about negative behaviour in private 

Students often deflect by performing or showing off in front of their peers. Public 

reprimands or lectures can often make matters worse as they trigger exaggerated ‘face 

saving’ performances.  

The most effective time to speak to a student is not during, before or after class, 

but at another time altogether. Many teachers and students spoke of how a short 

meeting later in the day or the following day where the teacher visited another 

class and withdrew the student for a short chat, helped repair relationships and 

improve behaviour from then on. 

• Use extra homework or exercise as a penalty  

As a consequence of not working in class or misbehaving it is logical that additional 

homework would need to be done in order to make up for time/information lost. This is a far 

more useful consequence than writing out non relevant material such as lines or school 

rules. When this consequence is issued, it is important to inform the parent and check that it 

is done for a more successful outcome.  

 

• Adjust work expectations 

Sometimes students misbehave because they are unable to complete tasks or are 

embarrassed about not understanding or being able for work assigned. In conversation with 

a student, a teacher can agree changes to workload or expectation or renewed attention 

can be given to a certain aspect of the course or curriculum. In being aware and making 

space for such conversations, a teacher can reassure the student and offset some problem 

behaviours. 

 

• Using the seating plan as a tool 

When there is an established seating plan, a move for the student can be a useful and 

tangible message that behaviour needs to change. A deal can be done then to reverse the 

change if good behavior is restored.  
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• Seek a more target specific intervention from the ISA/Team Teacher 

In many classes Inclusion Support Assistants (Special Needs Assistants) or Team Teachers 

are an additional professional working in the classroom with a number of targeted students 

or the class group as a whole. The teacher experiencing challenging behaviour may have a 

meeting with the other staff member outside of the class time about how to better deal with 

the situation. If there is no team teacher or SNA assigned, they could consider speaking the 

SEN department about the possibility of a short or longer term appointment of a second 

person in the room. This may already be in place for that student in other lessons and could 

simply be an extension of that support.  

 

• Making deals 

If a student is issued with a consequence when there’s a lot of time remaining in the class, 

they may give up trying because they’re already in trouble. All consequences especially for 

first time offences should be open to negotiation so that the student has a chance to restore 

their credibility and experience success. In this situation there is a greater chance that the 

student will try to change and make amends during the class.  

 

• Buddy class system 

From time to time students need to be removed from class. Before a formal removal 

happens, which is a serious matter, a teacher may decide to partner with a teacher nearby 

to remove a student for a short time in order to continue a lesson uninterrupted. This is a 

short term measure and should not be repeated with the same student often without 

seeking advice and further referral.  

 

• Phone home 

As interventions intensify and consequences are becoming exhausted, it may be time for a 

teacher to contact a parent or guardian by phone to seek their support and make them an 

ally in student behaviour. Telling the student is not necessary or helpful. It is far more 

effective on behaviour if the student finds out from their parent or guardian when they 

arrive home. This is a serious action and formal referral will follow if the phone call is 

unsuccessful. 

 

• Teacher detention  

A teacher detention during lunch, in the morning or after school as a consequence may 

accompany a phone call to the parent. A parent must be informed of any such detention. 

 

• Devise a student-teacher contract 

Drawing up a contract between the student/ teacher and parent is a further escalation and 

can focus the mind of the student on the key areas of concern.  
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• Removal of a privilege 

Sometimes removal of a privilege can be effective and as simple as changing seat or 

temporarily not being included in a rota to do tasks such as collect books or go on messages 

to the office.  There is a delicate balance to be struck here but should never be associated 

with removal of privilege for a whole group because of the behaviour of the few. It should 

also not always follow that a student cannot go on a trip or play on a team due to unrelated 

bad behaviour in class. It may be decided for health and safety reasons or precedent that 

this should be the case but only as part of a broader discussion and considered position. 

This type of consequence should ideally be discussed with the Year Head or SDO.  

 

• Removal from Class 

In rare and extreme circumstances, it may be necessary to remove a student from class. 

This may be following a gross misbehaviour or for a health and safety reason. In this 

circumstance a teacher sends for a Deputy Principal to escort the student from the class. 

This must be followed up with a formal written Behaviour Support Referral/Incident Report. 

Ordinarily the student will be sent home and the parents must accompany the student to 

school the following day to meet with the teacher to discuss the incident or behaviour 

concern.  

 

• Behaviour Support Referral 

When all of the preceding interventions and consequences have been exhausted with little 

or no success, a Behaviour Support Referral is formally written and sent to the Year Head.  

It is time to write a referral once you have: 

• Assigned consequences. 

• Followed through on the completion of consequences. 

• Phoned home to discuss the student’s behaviour. 

• Had a private conference with the student outside of class time. 

• Used a variety of behaviours and strategies as outlined in this section and the 

behaviour has still not improved. 

•  

Return to a focus on Building Positive Relationships 

Our working group were keen to stress that while doing everything outlined to delay and 

avert the need to refer, it is the necessary and appropriate course of action from time to 

time and should not be seen as a sign of weakness or failure. As professionals, teachers 

should always collaborate and seek the advice of colleagues and key staff when faced with 

difficulty.  

It is wise to remember also that the best antidote for a student, class and teacher following 

a difficult incident or spell is a return to a successful and harmonious learning environment 

as soon as possible.   

The following is a distillation of the central beliefs affecting positive behaviour according to 

students and teachers.  
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1. Teachers who work hard on developing positive relationships with their students 

will encounter fewer negative pupil-teacher incidents.  

2. Relationships are at the heart of learning. 

3. The key to behaviour change involves teacher behaviour change also.  

4. Structure and routine is fundamental and students prefer such classes.  

5. Teachers display a positive attitude and teach with enthusiasm and passion. 

6. Learning should be fun. 

7. Teachers that show an interest in their students’ lives are valued by students. 

8. Respect is generally always reciprocated. 

9. Students desire a safe and secure environment.  

10.  

When a student apologises 

It is important for all staff to recognise, acknowledge, praise and reinforce a student 

apology. If a student apologises following an incident or pattern of problem behaviour and 

there is a reasonable assumption that this action is genuine, a staff member should 

commend the student and commit to move on from the matter. Whether this happens 

during a facilitated meeting or just between the staff member and student in private, it is 

never helpful or productive if, following the apology, the staff member continues to 

admonish or lecture the student. If there needs to be further discussion or resolution it 

should happen after a cooling off period has elapsed. The apology is therefore taken in good 

faith on its merits and is more likely to be accompanied by a more desirable, positive and 

beneficial outcome.  
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Behaviour Support Referral 

Teachers want to be responsible for their own classroom management. Behaviour which 

allows learning and teaching to take place positively and without interruption is very 

important to foster and protect and teachers want nothing more than to work in an 

environment that is harmonious, respectful and productive. We have outlined many of the 

strategies developed and used to inspire and maintain such behaviour in this Learning Code 

and due to their importance will constantly be reviewed. As has been said also, the school 

encourages and supports teachers and staff to continue their professional development in 

this and other relevant areas.  

Inclusive or differentiated classroom management strategies that promote behaviour to 

maximise learning and teaching outcomes are aimed at both prevention and intervention. In 

as many cases as possible such work is carried out by the classroom teacher and should not 

need to be referred on to anyone else for further support and attention. However, 

sometimes further referral or reporting is necessary based on the following: 

 

• An incident occurs of such seriousness that it warrants further reporting or referral. 

• Following a series of interventions and in spite of agreed strategies being adhered to, 
the behaviour of concern which affects learning and teaching continues.  

 

If either of the above criteria exist a Behaviour Support Referral Form (See appendix ) 

should be filled out and given to the appropriate Year Head. These forms are to be filled out 

following a serious incident or following a pattern of concerning behaviour. They are not to 

be used as a threat or referred to openly in class and are NOT to be filled out in front of a 

student. 

 

The decision to refer may take place following a conversation with a Year Head, 

Principal/Deputy or other concerned member of staff. A referral must be written, logged and 

left with the Year Head to be included in a student’s file. Referral forms are subject to GDPR 

and therefore written and stored using the highest standards. Referral forms alone or with 

others are an important part of a student’s file which help the school and parents/guardians 

understand a student’s behaviour needs and subsequent appropriate intervention.  

 

The Behaviour Support Referral Form is a very important document because it points to a 

serious incident or residual/continuing concerning behaviour. This form must be available to 

parents and guardians to help them get a clearer picture of the behaviour which is causing 

difficulty. The Behaviour Support Referral Form does not replace communication between 

teacher and parent in the journal or on VS Ware regarding classroom management, uniform, 

equipment or homework issues. The form comes into play when use these interventions and 

others as outlined already are not resolving the issue.  

Behaviour Support Referral Forms are available in the school office, in the teacher’s 

handbook or through the Year Head office. For ongoing behaviour issues their use is at the 

discretion of the classroom teacher. It goes without saying though that their over-use will 
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lessen their impact. It is important to involve parents and guardians in the Behaviour 

Support Referral Form process because they need to know and be involved when behaviour 

is of such concern that agreed classroom management strategies are not working. An 

appropriate intervention may be implemented following a single or a number of referrals. In 

all cases the students view of the incident or behaviour is sought.  

Possible interventions following a Behaviour Referral/s 

 

• Meeting with student to discuss the issues highlighted 

• Student to be involved in the production of a Behaviour Plan 

• Referral to a member of the Pastoral Care Team/Guidance department 

• Phone call/letter to Parent/Guardian 

• Interim report/ student profile gathered 

• Behaviour Checklist Card/ Skills for Learning card (see appendix) 

• Meeting between Year Head/Student and Teacher 

• Restorative Practice Session 

• Discussion with SEN dept. regarding inclusive/differentiated methodologies 

• Allocation of a place on one of the Old Bawn Integr8 programmes 

• Allocation of a place on Treo Nua Behaviour Support Programme 

SanAction such as:  

  Detention  

  Community Task/Letter of Apology 

  Statement of Commitment signed by parent/guardian 

  Suspension/Internal Suspension 

 

Behaviour Referral and Yellow Cards 

It would always be the purpose of the Learning Code to pursue behaviour conducive to good 

learning and teaching and a positive school environment among students. It would be hoped 

that following referral and intervention the behaviour matter referred to would be resolved. 

However, should this not be the case or if there is a repeat of a serious incident, a Yellow 

Card may be issued. The Yellow Card system indicates that a student is on a concerning 

path and needs more considered attention and intervention. The decision to issue a Yellow 

Card is at the discretion of the Year Head/Principal/Deputy. Parents and guardians are 

involved in this process and the seriousness and urgency of the problem is articulated 

clearly. For a student who has received one or more Yellow Cards the Behaviour Support 

Referral Form is of particular significance because it outlines in a systematic and consistent 

way the ongoing behaviour issues and the subsequent interventions implemented. It is 

crucial to ensure that teachers continue to fill out referrals especially for those students 

whose behaviour is being monitored more closely. The management and filing of these is 

especially important when there are acute behaviour needs and concerns. A Yellow Card 

management document called the Yellow Card Management Document is available to 

track and log this process. (See appendix) 

The yellow card system is detailed and referenced further later in this document. 
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Learning Code Induction Programme for New Teachers 

 

‘No significant learning occurs without a significant relationship.’                          

Dr. James Comer  

 

Our school mission statement states: 

 

“Every individual is valued, encouraged and respected for their uniqueness and are facilitated to 

reach their full potential in a positive and supportive atmosphere.  Our commitment is to learning 
in its broadest sense and our procedures and practices reflect this.”  

 

As a school we believe our Learning Code has an important role to play in fulfilling this 

maxim for staff and students. 

 

The implementation a Learning Code Induction for Teachers is central to the provision 

of effective teaching and learning in OBCS.  It is a reflection of our school ethos and central 

to our Mission Statement. 

The Learning Code Teacher Induction has been designed as follows: 

 

• A Deputy Principal in charge of new teacher induction will oversee the programme. 

• The Deputy Principal will appoint and facilitate an experienced teacher to conduct two 

sessions (introductory and follow-up) with the staff member specifically in relation to the 

Learning Code. 

Aims: 

• Enhance the understanding of the Learning Code. 

• Ensure the correct and appropriate use of procedures.  

• Support classroom management methods and strategies. 

• Understand relevant documents and implement Policies. 

• The provision of a fellow professional to support new teachers at what has 

been identified as challenging time. 

Responsibilities: 

All members of our community have a responsibility to establish, maintain, repair and 

restore relationships in accordance with our Learning Code.  

 

Our induction programme will promote and be underpinned by this statement. 
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• As a core ethical value to be protected and practiced 

• As a principle that actually sustains and builds harmony throughout the school  

 

Learning Code Induction Sessions  

Session One        Session Two 

 

Agenda:        Agenda: 

 

• Classroom Management     • Identifying potential 

misbehaviours 

• Strategies       • Consequences 

• Referrals       • Role Play 

• Policies       • Restorative practice 

• Building and maintaining positive relationships 

 

A member/s of the Learning Code Induction Group will meet with new teachers prior to 

commencement of the school year for session one. 

 

A member/s of the Learning Code Induction Group will meet with new teachers for Session 

Two after a short number of weeks teaching but within the first half term. 

 

Learning Code Induction Sessions will be made available to new staff on their appointment.  

Sessions will also be made available to any current staff members as required. 
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Behaviour Outside of the Classroom 

 

This section deals with the conduct of the student outside of class time, in the corridors, 

toilets and social areas, on trips and at events, during breaks and on the way to and from 

school.  

The common rules of the school relating to behaviour, conduct, safety and uniform in the 

classroom, dealt with later in this document, relate largely to all other areas and times in 

school life.  

While wearing the school uniform, during breaks, at sanctioned school events and activities 

and in the precincts of the school going to and from school, the school has a responsibility 

and role towards students. As such the school can intervene and sanction in relation to 

student activity and actions if: 

 

• the school reputation is brought into disrepute.  

                              or  

• the wellbeing or safety or dignity or property of others is affected or harmed. 

At all other times and locations, during the evenings, weekends and holidays the school has 

no remit in relation to behaviour or conduct unless there is a reasonable suspicion that the 

words or deeds of a student, parent or any other person may cause an issue of concern 

when school re commences.  

The school also has a statutory obligation to act on any information which meets the 

threshold in relation Child Safeguarding irrespective of time or location.  

 

• Corridors 

Corridors are for moving to one area to another and stopping or congregating on any 

corridor is not permitted. The only time a student should be on the corridor is: 

 

• Before school on the way to class or social areas. 

• The 3 class change over times at 9.45am, 11.55am and 2.45pm, (students are not 

permitted to go to lockers or toilets at this time). 

• Break times 10.45-10.55am and 12.55-1.45pm 

• With the express permission of a teacher and in possession of a school yellow 

lanyard corridor pass. (pink slips, journals or paper notes are unacceptable) 

• After school on the way home or to after school activity. 

Any stopping, running, heavy physical contact, shouting, eating or drinking, foul 

or abusive language or use of mobile phones is not permitted during this time.  
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• Toilets 

A student has permission to use the toilets at any time without permission at the 

following times: 

• Before school until 8.45am. 

• At morning break 10.45am to 10.55am. 

• At lunch time 12.55pm to 1.45pm  

• After school from 3.45pm. 

The vast majority of students do not need to use the toilets outside of these times and 

we encourage all students to try to wait until these times to use toilets. 

 

Students are not allowed to use toilets during the break of class.  

 

If a student must use the toilet during class, they must quietly ask permission to use the 

toilet only after the class has settled and work has begun. The teacher has the right to 

ask the student to wait a short time until the class has settled, until a class instruction or 

clarification has been given or a task has begun.  

 

Only one student at a time may leave to use the toilet and they must have a Yellow 

Lanyard Corridor Pass. 

Students should use the toilet quickly and return to class as soon as possible. (Usually 

within 5 minutes) 

 

Students are not permitted to go anywhere else while out of class. 

 

Students going to the toilet will be recorded on VS Ware.  

 

Parents will be contacted if there is a concern that a student is using the toilet 

excessively.  

 

 

• Lockers and social areas 

Students may only congregate in social areas or use lockers at the following times or under 

the following circumstances: 

• Before or after school 

• Break times 10.45-10.55am and 12.55-1.45pm 
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• With the express permission of a teacher and in possession of a school Yellow 

Lanyard Corridor Pass. (pink slips, journals or paper notes are unacceptable) 

 

Between the times of 1 and 1.35pm students must vacate corridors and social areas and 

remain in the canteen or outside the school unless they have permission to be in room 10, 

16 or at a prearranged activity.  

Any running, heavy physical contact, shouting, foul or abusive language or use of 

mobile phones is not permitted during this time. 

 

School Canteen 

 

• Students may sit or congregate in the school canteen at the following times or under 

the following circumstances: 

• Break times 10.45-10.55am and 12.55-1.45pm 

• At morning/breakfast time 8.15am to 8.45am 

• While being supervised by a teacher 

Any running, heavy physical contact, shouting, foul or abusive language or use of 

mobile phones is not permitted during this time. Students eating must clean up 

their own food mess during a break time and must follow instructions of a 

supervising teacher in the same way as in class.  

Students may be barred from school during lunch if they fail to adhere to these rules. 

 

• Students outside the school at lunch time 

All students are permitted to leave the school building to go to the park/ The Square or local 

shops during lunch time 12.55 to 1.45pm.  

Any behaviour during this time which affects the health and safety of others or brings the 

school into disrepute will be addressed by the school.  

• Behaviour of a serious nature reported to us by an external person or body such as 

local resident, security personnel or An Garda Síochána will be taken with the utmost 

seriousness.  

• Parents/guardians will be informed and required to come to the school for a meeting.  

• In cases where an alleged crime has been committed such as theft or vandalism, the 

school may have to allow the relevant outside authority investigate and proceed 

independently. 

• Should an outside person or body contact the school, it may be the case that they do 

not intend to pursue the matter wish the school deal with it internally. In such cases 

appropriate intervention and support will be discussed agreed with parents.   

• At no stage has any outside person or body the right to request personal information 

regarding any student. The school under its GDPR obligations may not furnish any 

personal information regarding any student to any outside person or body unless 

officially requested as part of a statutory criminal/ TUSLA investigation.   
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• Speaking in a Foreign Language 

Old Bawn Community School is an inclusive school. Lots of our students belong to families 

who have come to Ireland from countries all around the world and often these students 

speak many different languages. We encourage, celebrate and benefit greatly in our school 

from such cultural, ethnic and linguistic diversity. We recognise the importance of children 

holding on to and passing on the language of their parents and families. However, a staff 

member may insist that students speaking in a foreign language revert to English if there is 

a reasonable suspicion that they are doing so in order to conceal information or that the 

subject matter of the conversation is of concern.  

 

• School Trips and Activities 

 

Students are encouraged to engage in as many extra-curricular programmes as possible. 

They are of significant social and educational benefit to all. There are also many elements of 

the curriculum that benefit from and are supplemented by school trips and outside activities. 

These are however generally not compulsory nor is any student automatically entitled to be 

involved. Therefore, a student’s behaviour may be a factor in determining permission to 

participate. Unfortunately also, past behaviour under similar circumstances is taken into 

consideration. This is to protect the integrity and good name of the school and to ensure the 

safety and wellbeing of others.  

 

Students can only engage in any extra curricular activity, trip, sport, competition or training 

with the express permission of the organising teacher, the Year Head and the written 

permission of the parent/guardian.  

Uniform and equipment rules are exactly the same on all such trips and events unless stated 

otherwise prior to the trip.  

No jackets other than official crested school jackets may be worn when travelling outside of 

school. This is to ensure the health and safety of the student and is insisted upon more than 

at any other time. A school jacket can be loaned to a student if it means that they cannot 

otherwise travel. 

 

School rules in relation to respect and following the instructions of the staff member in 

charge apply in all circumstances outside of school and will be stated and agreed prior to the 

event/trip.  

Sanctions, interventions and escalations open to the school such as referrals, yellow cards, 

suspensions and expulsions are open to the school following conduct and behaviour on 

official school activities in the same way as in school and during school time.  

 

•  Traveling to and from school and in the precincts of the school 

Awareness of the school’s jurisdiction at this time and in these areas is very important and 

often misunderstood. Students make their way to and from school encountering, other 
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students and passing by our local residents and property, workplaces and business owners, 

through our local amenities and among other commuters and people unconnected to the 

school.  

 

• The reputation of the school, the support the community offers and the esteem in 

which the school and students are held is of fundamental importance.  

• The safety of other students, parents and unrelated pedestrians and local people and 

the protection of local property and amenities is a central concern of Old Bawn 

community school 

Therefore, this code must address the conduct and behaviour of our students going to and 

from school and in the precincts of the school.  

• School rules relating to respect for others will apply going to and from the school and 

in the school precincts. 

• Behaviour which affects the safety of others such as fighting, violence, threats, 

throwing of missiles, possession of weapons, imitation weapons or banned materials 

will be addressed by the school and may be reported to An Garda Síochána. 

• Banned substances or materials, drugs, alcohol or possession of anything banned in 

school will be investigated. 

• Students are not permitted to contact students from other schools or anyone who is 

not a current student to meet them at Old Bawn Community School gates after 

school or at lunch time.  

• Students on suspension may not come near the school or meet friends or others at 

school gates while on suspension.  

• Students are not allowed to congregate on pathways, block access to walkways or 

gates or in groups in the local park. They must make their way home or out of the 

environs of the school without delay.  

• Students are not permitted to smoke or give or receive cigarettes to or from others 

in the precincts of the school. 

• Shouting, chasing, running or excessive horse play is not permitted. 

• Use of offensive, foul, racist or discriminatory language will be addressed. 

• Riding of scramblers, motorbikes, quads, horses or any unlicensed modes of 

transport is not permitted and may be reported to An Garda Síochána.  

• Damage to property, graffiti, vandalism or environmental damage to plants or wildlife 

while on breaks or going to or from school will be investigated.  

From time to time parents engage with each other outside of school in relation to school based 

issues. It is not something we advise or condone. We have been contacted in the past following 

such instances for our reaction or sometimes to intervene. While we acknowledge that the cause of 

the contact may be related to school based events and cannot discount the validity of the report, 

the school or the Board of Management does not have the ability or authority to investigate such 

allegations or intervene in any way.  

Any incident that takes place outside of school time and outside of the school premises and not 

involving students is generally outside of the active scope or investigative remit of the school or 

Board of Management. If a school has a reasonable suspicion that a crime has been committed it 

would be obliged to report it to An Garda Síochána or TUSLA. If an event involving parents 

exclusively is suspected to be affecting the welfare of a student the school may need to intervene 

or if the matter meets the threshold according to its Child Safeguarding standards, the school will 

refer the matter to TUSLA.  
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Expectations in relation to Uniform, Homework, Study, 

Time Keeping and Attendance 

 

The principle of Zero Tolerance is often mis-quoted and sometimes misunderstood. Zero 

Tolerance defined as a crackdown and unequivocal enforcement of the rules in all 

circumstances with scant regard to context or offender, is a theory of discipline and 

enforcement that has been debunked as ineffective in schools and by law enforcement as a 

crime prevention measure.  

 

Zero Tolerance defined as measure where there is a concentration on universal adherence 

to simple non serious rules across the board in the expectation that this has the outcome of 

reducing the instances of more serious rule breaches, is not without merit and has plenty of 

evidence to suggest that it is a policy worth pursuing in schools. It is also no harm to insist 

on certain basic rules explaining and enjoying their benefit for order and to achieve a safety 

and a calmer learning environment.  

 

The school will therefore insist on a whole school approach to common basic rules that all 

are expected to follow without exception but understanding that some students need extra 

support and time to comply. This is not to be confused with having softer rules for some. It 

is an acknowledgement that just like any area of learning, the reasons for misbehaviour are 

complex and some students need a differentiated approach towards achieving full inclusion. 

Details of supports and interventions available are highlighted throughout this document.  

 

The aim of having fundamental basic rules and insisting upon them is also an 

acknowledgement that ultimately if a student can not learn and follow these basic rules 

irrespective of every intervention and support available offered, then perhaps Old Bawn 

Community School cannot meet their specific educational needs.  

 

• Uniform 

A uniform is in place for many reasons. When surveyed, the vast majority of 

students and parents were strongly in favour of a uniform.  

1. Having a uniform is an equalising factor socially and financially. In schools 

today more than ever, students report pressure to own and wear certain clothing 

brands and fashions. This is particularly evident in footwear and jackets where young 

people aspire to have designer items of clothing which cost many multiples of 

generic brands. With uniforms, parents and guardians are less burdened financially 

in the long run and students feel less pressure to be dressed a certain way.  

2. Uniform design is formal. Uniform clothing is designed to be formal and studies 

have shown that when dressed formally, students are inclined to concentrate more, 

behave better and take study more seriously. 
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3. Uniformed students are easily identifiable. When all students are wearing a 

uniform it is easier to spot intruders in a school making it safer for all. This is why we 

insist on a total ban on non-school jackets inside the school building. Students out at 

common school events are easier to find and manage when in uniform. 

4. Uniform clothing lasts longer. Over the course of the 6 school years wearing a 

uniform, students will spend less on school clothes because of their robustness and 

quality.  

5. PE Uniform. The school PE uniform is more hygienic while exercising and protects 

against strain and injury if worn during physical exercise. The PE uniform also saves 

students valuable school time because on PE days they do not have to get changed 

and can wear the uniform for the whole day. It is also less expensive to purchase in 

the long run than branded sportswear and is designed to last longer than generic 

brands.  

 

Uniform outline: 

• Navy Crested V neck Jumper (Striped neck for seniors) 

• Sky Blue Polyester/cotton shirt (no denim) 

• School specific tie 

• Gaberdine/terylene navy full length trouser which sits on shoes or below knee skirt of 

the same material. Navy socks/tights must be worn with skirt. Trousers must be 

loose fitting, not skin tight or short revealing ankles.  

• Shoes must be entirely black 

• Jacket must be official navy school crested jacket, No other jacket is permitted inside 

the school building. 

• Hair bands / scarves or religious head wear must be navy or black 

In warm weather students are permitted to take off jumpers in class. Jumpers must then be 

stored in school bag. They cannot be left in lockers or at home.  

A generic note from parents/guardians is not a valid reason to be in school without a 

uniform. Students arriving to school without a uniform will be provided with one on loan. 

The Year Head is ordinarily the monitor of uniform adherence in a given school year group. 

A teacher can report a uniform issue on VS ware or if there is an ongoing issue refer in 

writing.  

 

 

PE Uniform:  

• Official School Crested Navy Track Suit Top 

• School crested T-Shirt 

• Plain Navy Track Bottoms (not leggings or no branding or stripes) 

All first year students have PE twice weekly. Students wearing the full PE uniform are 

allowed to wear it for the full school day on the day of PE. Otherwise students must change 

back into full school uniform.   

PE Uniform is not permitted on non-PE days 
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Jewellery/Make-up and Hair: 

• Simple and plain stud earrings. (No hooped or hanging earrings, these are a health 

and safety risk.) 

• One watch and one hand ring. 

• Facial piercings are not allowed. (These are a health and safety risk.) 

• Make-up is not allowed in Junior Cycle. 

• In Senior Cycle plain/ minimal make-up is allowed.  

• Headphones may not be worn/visible at any time during school. 

• Hair should be a natural colour. 

Property: 

The school can accept no liability for loss, theft or damage to student property. Students are 

advised to mark all property and clothing with their name and are advised not to bring any 

expensive, property, jewellery, possessions or clothing to school.  

 

• Homework and Study 

The purpose of homework and study is to reinforce work done in school. There is a specific 

homework policy in the school which gives further detail.  

 

• Homework is habit forming and helps students get into practice for state exam study 

and college which will both require extra student work outside of lesson time.  

• Homework should be purposeful and linked to learning intentions and success 

criteria.  

• Homework should be given regularly as part of a curriculum wide study regime.  

• Homework should be checked regularly and formative comments should accompany 

its return.  

If a student is not presenting homework regularly it can be a real cause for concern and 

links to other school difficulties at the time or in the future. Therefore it must be addressed 

quickly. With every uncompleted homework a message is recorded on VS ware. Parents and 

guardians have a responsibility to check VS ware and follow up on these records with 

students.  

When a number of records are filled in by a teacher and there is no change the teacher may 

decide to assign a consequence or contact a parent/guardian directly to resolve the issue. If 

the problem persists the teacher may decide to make a formal written referral.  

Year Heads and SDOs will monitor emerging patterns also and may contact 

parents/guardians by phone or letter when there is a concern. If the issue is not resolved by 

contact and conversation with parents/guardians, student support mechanisms will need to 

be employed. This is a serious escalation. Parents will be invited to the school and meet with 

the Year Head to discuss this process. The meeting will be recorded and a plan and review 

date will be filed. As with all meetings with parents a meetings template and action plan will 

be shared and agreed with parents. This template is available in the appendices.  
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• Time Keeping and Attendance 

Good Timekeeping and attendance is a skill necessarily for life and the world of work. The is 

a very strong link between school success and attainment with attendance and punctuality. 

Problems with attendance and punctuality can also be a sign of a broader issue with regard 

to wellbeing and mental health. There can also be a link between poor 

attendance/punctuality and behaviour. Improving one area can have a positive effect on the 

other. 

Students regularly late for class not only miss out on valuable tuition time but also disturb 

the learning of others. All lates are recoded on VS ware. Like with homework and study, 

parental monitoring of reports and records and on line is essential and without cooperation 

of parents/guardians, the chances of a successful resolution are significantly hindered. The 

same process of escalation and ultimate intervention as with homework and study exists in 

this area also with a notable inclusion.  

Lates form part of a report on attendance and participation which the school is 

statutorily obliged to execute once a threshold or suspicion of same has been 

reached. This will be outlined in more detail in the next section.  

 

Educational Welfare and Attendance 

 

Students not attending school on a regular basis are not just the concern of the school. As 

part of the Educational Welfare Act students missing 20 days or more, unless certain 

criteria are met, must be reported to TUSLA. The school does not have discretion in this 

matter. School attendance records must be made available to the Educational Welfare 

Service. All attendance records for students are available to parents/guardians in real time 

on VS ware. It is the parent/guardian’s responsibility to get the student to school and the 

school’s responsibility keep accurate records.  

 

Parents have the ability and should check attendance regularly on line to see if students are 

attending classes and are on time. The school will text if a student is absent but is unable to 

follow up on all absences straight away. When attendance begins to become a concern the 

Year Head or SDO will contact the parents. 

A school attendance officer will be in touch if attendance and participation become 

problematic. A school attendance plan with targets and monitoring will be prepared and 

enacted in each individual case. The school Attendance Policy is available on the school 

website.  
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Learning and Teaching and the Rights and 

Responsibilities of Students and Teachers 

 

It is impossible to outline every type of disruptive behaviour and no list however exhaustive 

and prescriptive will ever be perfect.  To broadly interpret problem behaviour as: Conduct 

which prevents Learning and Teaching from Taking place is far more helpful. When 

asked students and teachers saw this as the most stressful part of school.  

 

Students find teachers having to stop constantly to check the behaviour of certain students 

very frustrating and damaging to their learning. Teachers in Old Bawn Community School 

and indeed across the world collectively highlight challenging student behaviour as the 

number one cause of work-related stress. While the school has a responsibility to support 

and educate students with complex behaviour needs this must be balanced with the needs 

of the others to learn and teach.  

 

• A school wide, partnership and wholistic approach must be taken.  

• Research into the needs of the student and the patterns of behaviour must be 

established. 

• The cooperation of the parent/guardian must be confirmed. 

• The voice of the student and their active involvement is necessary for success. 

• Areas where good behaviour exists must be isolated and studied. 

• Timetabling issues, levels, subjects and personality clashes must be considered. 

• Reports, case history and the need for further assessment should be reviewed. 

• Alternative programmes can be discussed and offered.  

When a teacher experiences the type of behaviour that prevents learning and teaching it is 

followed by a report on VS ware which the parent/guardian can observe in real time.  There 

is no need for any detailed explanation on-line. When a pattern emerges the 

parent/guardian will be contacted to meet with the Year Head to resolve the issue.  

It is advisable that parents/guardians check VS ware daily and speak to students regarding 

all reports positive and negative. In some cases the parent/guardian pre-empts contact by 

the school when a pattern is observed and makes the initial contact. We encourage parents 

to do this more often. It is the aim of the school to resolve problems in partnership with 

parents, not to blame parents or point the finger when problem behaviour occurs.  

When the behaviour issue is so acute or significant that many classes are being disrupted 

and despite everyone’s best efforts the behaviour issue remains unresolved, the leaning 

needs of the many other students and the rights of the teacher to work in a fair and stress 

free environment must be of primary concern.  

Parents and guardians of students with complex behavioural needs will find that Old Bawn 

Community School will go to great lengths to address all concerns and will not be found 

wanting in finding a way to be the most inclusive school possible. However, the rights of the 

student in question must be balanced with the rights and needs of others.  
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The Student Voice and Internal Research 

 

In the past 3 years some significant research in relation to the previous Code of Behaviour 

and student, teacher and parent impressions of behaviour in the school has been carried 

out.  

• As part of the Whole School Evaluation (WSE) process students and teachers were 

surveyed 

• As part of the Strategic Plan over 200 parents were surveyed 

• Three focus group sessions were carried out with students on detention 

• 15 staff members from all departments, representative of Student Teachers, Special 

Needs Assistants, Year Heads, LCA and TY, Senior Management and Student Support 

carried out two years of discussions, research, subcommittees and meetings. 

• Two creative focus groups made up of a random cross section of students tasked 

with recommendations regarding the Learning Code 

Below are two examples of general survey materials and questions: 

• Questions regarding Code of Behaviour for Strategic Plan 

 

1. There is good behaviour generally in Old Bawn Community School 

Strongly agree            Agree             Not sure      Disagree            

Strongly Disagree 

 

2. The school’s approach to bad behaviour is fair and proportionate 

 

3. The school’s Code of Behaviour is clear and easy to understand 

 

4. Interventions are focused on helping students learn better 

 

5. Measures to keep order in the classroom are consistent among teachers 

 

Any other comments: 
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• Learning Code Student Workshop Topics for Discussion 

 

1. Why do you think it is that a student misbehaves? 

2. What things in a classroom make it more likely for misbehaviour to occur? 

3. What things in a classroom make it less likely for misbehaviour to occur? 

4. If you were giving advice to a teacher on how to conduct a class in order to minimise 

bad behaviour what would it be? 

5. What kind of sanctions/punishments do you think are fair and unfair? What kind of 

incentives or rewards could a school or teachers use to promote good behaviour? 

6. What message do you as students want the staff and teachers to hear in relation to 

student behaviour in school? 

7. What are the most important things that you feel we should insist on in our Learning 

code? 

 

Findings:  

• Following the WSE it was agreed that there was room for improvement in relation to 

behaviour in the school and that behaviour was an issue of concern for a significant 

percentage of students.  

• There was a recommendation to update the policy to one which captures the 

pastoral focus and intervention based models already in the school but not 

articulated in the existing Code of Behaviour.  

• The survey as part of the Strategic Plan returned a more positive response regarding 

behaviour in the school, it displayed that there was a broad understanding of the 

current code and an acknowledgement that it is fair and balanced in tone.  

• The survey highlighted that there was inconsistencies among teachers and within 

classrooms in relation managing and dealing with behaviour issues. 

• Students were pessimistic in relation to the students ability to address and change 

the worst examples of bad behaviour 

• Students provided a very helpful and inciteful set of guidelines which had a lot of 

similarities with the thinking and findings of the teacher focus group in method and 

tone.  

 

When one student was informed of the similarities he said:  

“You see sir, you should of let us do it from the start we could have saved 

you thousands!” 

 

Below are the recommendations of students which contributed mush to this final 

code. 

• Why do you think a student misbehaves? 
 

• Problems outside school 
• Peer pressure 
• Dislike of subject 
• Dislike teacher 
• Boredom 
• Bullying 
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• Lack of motivation 
• Relationship with teacher 
• Find subject hard- give up easily 
• Teachers giving up 
• Teacher student relationship really important 
• Trying to impress people 

• Attention seeking 
 

• What things in a classroom make it more likely for misbehaviour to occur? 

 
• Classroom management-  actions must have consequences 

• other people messing 
• productive 
• Ty assesment 
• teacher confidence 
• when a teacher has an attitude- prejudice- being singled out 
• seating arrangments, 
• free class, no work left 

 

• What things in a classroom make it less likely for misbehaviour to occur? 

 
• Teacher being nice- be confident- be assertive 
• Structure- seating plan- depends on class 
• Become familiar straight away 
• When you have test/homework results be confidential 
 
• If you were giving advice to a teacher on how to conduct a class in order 

to minimise bad behaviour what would it be? 

 
• Fair/consistent warning system[ traffic lights system] adds on time 
• Keeping back, Year Head or Deputy Principal 
• Leave giving out till the end 
• Move student to the front 
• More serious- sent to another room or put on own 
• Solitary Confinement/ Uncomfortable conditions, 
• Writing out pages is unfair and doesn’t register in child’s head 
• Going to punishment straight away without talking is unfair 

 

• What kind of sanctions/punishments do you think are fair and unfair? 

What kind of incentives or rewards could a school or teachers use to 

promote good behaviour? 

• Incentives are important 
• Rewards homework passes, “good boy trips” 
• Lateness, breakfast clubs helps to an extent 
• Make the school/classes more enjoyable 
• Putting late people on Principal’s Detention  
• Misdemeanours- system 
• Whole school approach to everything 
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• What message do you as students want the staff and teachers to hear in 

relation to student behaviour in school? 

• not always our fault 
• dont carry experiences from previous classes 
• actions should have same consequences 
• focus on your teaching 
• Phone box- if students refuse use warning system 
• get a clock on the wall- digital clock. 
• Realise that students have separate lives- academic and personal 
• induction class at start of years- teachers need to be made of aware of students 

circumstances 
• be approachable, ensure that there is a policy for learning- make sure all kids 

understand. 
 

• What are the most important things that you feel we should insist on in 

our Learning code? 

• Remove the word punishment  
• whole school approach to sanctions 
• actions should have consequences 
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Restorative Practice 

 

Old Bawn Community School is committed to building strong relationships within our 

community of learning.  This means placing respect for others, empathy, fairness, personal 

accountability and honesty at the centre of every interaction throughout the school.  When 

conflict does arise, repairing harm and restoring relationships in a respectful manner is 

essential if we are to maintain a caring environment where each individual can thrive. 

To support this commitment, Old Bawn Community School seeks to adopt a restorative 

approach, in accordance with international best practice in relation to conflict resolution.  

Such an approach will help to prevent conflict.  When issues do arise, restorative practice 

provides a template through which conflict can be addressed in a healthy manner.  

Restorative practice gives everyone involved an equal voice, where everyone can be heard. 

 

Restorative practice will be supported throughout the school using restorative circles, 

restorative conversations and restorative meetings.  Restorative circles help build strong 

relationships in a classroom setting.  Restorative conversations and meetings are usually 

used to address issues that arise in a very structured manner.  There are five restorative 

questions which provide the template for the restorative conversations and meetings. 

 

1. What happened? 

2. What were you thinking of at the time? 

3. What have you thought about since? 

4. Who has been affected by what you have done and in what way? 

5. What needs to happen next? 

 

These five simple questions will be printed on posters and displayed around the school. 

They will be included in the student journal and the teachers handbook. They will be 

discussed and taught in various settings to students and staff including assemblies and staff 

meetings.   

 

Many teachers and schools have highlighted to benefits of a restorative focus and approach 

in daily life. Central to the model is the onus on the parties involved in any conflict to take 

ownership and responsibility for their actions and their subsequent resolution.  

 

Studies have shown that restorative practice teaches parties to it how to overcome 

difficulties calmly and successfully.  

 

Learning how to appropriately deal with conflict and dispute is a life skill and of value to our 

school community now and in everyone’s future. It also reduces the likelihood of a 

recurrence of the conflict or difficulty if it is resolved respectfully and justly.  
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Growth Mindset in Old Bawn 
 

A mindset is a belief and beliefs shape how we conduct ourselves on a daily basis. 
People with growth mindsets are more resilient and tend to push through struggle 
because they believe that hard work is part of the process and they understand that 
failure is not a permanent condition. Those with fixed mindset on the other hand 
believe that success stems from innate talent and tend to give up easily. In Old 
Bawn, we endeavour to facilitate our students to achieve their optimum and in order 
to do so we try to assist students to develop a growth mindset. A simple shift in 
vocabulary can have a massive impact on their beliefs.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Praising a student for a particular talent causes them to infer that they are valued 
for that talent and may avoid activity that can challenge that value. The fear of 
failure may lead to risk adversity. A student who is praised for industry infers that 
they are valued for the effort expended and is not afraid to try and fail. Students 
with a fixed negative belief about their own abilities may stop participating and 
become disengaged with their education. Therefore, we as educators, need to assist 
students in challenging their beliefs. 
 

Praise such as “You learned that so quickly, you are so smart” may seem like the 
perfect way to acknowledge a student and their attainment in a subject. However, a 
student may process the compliment as “If I don’t learn quickly I am not smart”. 
 

As educators, we should:  
 
• Praise the amount of effort that a student is putting into their work.  
• Encourage students to embrace challenges  
• Remind students that the brain operates like a muscle - the more it is used the stronger 

it becomes 
• Discourage envy of peers and encourage students to learn from each others talents. 
• Have students aware that others successes are down to persistence, determination 

and practise. 
 
Phrases to promote a growth mindset  
 
• You practised a lot and your improvement shows 
• You didn’t give up when it got hard 
• You stuck with it  
• You tried different ways to solve the problem 
• You are on the right track, now try to…. 

Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset 

I am not good at this. I am not good at this yet, but I will learn. 

This is too hard. This will not be easy but I will try. 

This is not good enough. I can better with more effort. 

I won’t be able to do that. I am brave enough to try. 

Plan A didn’t work. Good thing the alphabet has 25 more letters! 
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IT Acceptable use and Social Media 
 

General Approach  

  

The aim of the school’s Internet Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) is to ensure that pupils 

will benefit from the learning opportunities offered by the school’s internet resources 

in a safe and effective manner.  Internet use and access is considered a school 

resource and privilege. If the school AUP is not adhered to this privilege may be 

withdrawn and appropriate sanctions will be imposed.  

  

When using the internet pupils, parents and staff are expected:  

  

• To treat others with respect at all times.  • Not undertake any actions that may 

bring the school into disrepute.  • Respect the right to privacy of all other members 

of the school community.  • Respect copyright and acknowledge creators when using 

online content and resources.  

  

This Acceptable Use Policy applies to pupils who have access to and are users of the 

internet in Old Bawn Community School.  Any violation of this policy may result in 

disciplinary action, through The Learning Code, up to and including suspension or 

explusion.  

  

Misuse of the internet may result in disciplinary action, including written warnings, 

withdrawal of access privileges, detention and, in extreme cases, suspension or 

expulsion. OBCS also reserves the right to report any illegal activities to the 

appropriate authorities.  

  

Old Bawn Community School will deal with incidents that take place outside the 

school that impact on the wellbeing of pupils or staff under this policy and associated 

codes of behaviour and anti-bullying policies. In such cases Old Bawn Community 

School will, where known, inform parents/guardians of incidents of inappropriate 

online behaviour that take place out of school and impose the appropriate sanctions.  

  

Old Bawn Community School implements the following strategies on promoting safer 

use of the internet:  

  

• Pupils will be provided with education in the area of internet safety as part of our 

implementation of the SPHE and CSPE curriculum.  • Old Bawn Community School 

participates in Safer Internet Day activities to promote safer more effective use of 

the internet.  

 

 This policy and its implementation will be reviewed annually by the following 

stakeholders:  

  

• The ICT Committee and the Board of Management  

  

This policy has been developed as a result of input from the Principal, Deputy 

Principal, teachers, parents and pupils.  
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The school will monitor the impact of the policy using:  

  

• Logs of reported incidents.  

  

Should serious online safety incidents take place, the Principal should be informed.  

  

The implementation of this Internet Acceptable Use policy will be monitored by the 

ICT Committee.  

  

   

Content Filtering  

  

Old Bawn Community School has chosen to implement the following level on content 

filtering on the Schools Broadband Network:  

  

• Split Level - This level allows different filtering levels for different ages / stages and 

different groups of users; staff / pupils / students etc.  

  

Pupils taking steps to by-pass the content filter by any means may be subject to 

disciplinary action, including written warnings, withdrawal of access privileges, 

detention and, in extreme cases, suspension or expulsion.  

  

   

Web Browsing and Downloading  

  

Pupils will not intentionally visit internet sites that contain obscene, illegal, hateful or 

otherwise objectionable materials.  

  

Pupils will report accidental accessing of inappropriate materials in the classroom to 

their teacher.  

  

Pupils will report accidental accessing of inappropriate materials in school but outside 

the classroom to their Tutor, Year Head, Deputy Principal or Principal.  

  

Pupils and staff will not copy information from the internet without acknowledging 

the creator and referencing the source of the content.  

  

Pupils and staff will be aware that any usage, including distributing or receiving 

information, school-related or personal, may be monitored for unusual activity, 

security and/or network management reasons.  

  

Pupils and staff will not engage in any activity, using the schools internet connection 

or otherwise, to bring the good name of Old Bawn Community School into disrepute.  

  

Pupils will use the school’s internet connection only for educational and career 

development activities.  Pupils may only access the internet while on school premises 

through the student WiFi network provided by OBCS (meaning students may not use 
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their own private internet accounts to access material online while on school 

premises).  

  

Pupils will not engage in online activities such as uploading or downloading large files 

that result in heavy network traffic which impairs the service for other internet users.  

  

Pupils will not download or view any material that is illegal, obscene, and defamatory 

or that is intended to annoy or intimidate another person.  

  

  

  

• Use of file sharing and torrent sites is not allowed. • Use of VPN’s are not allowed. 

• Downloading by pupils of materials or images not relevant to their studies is not 

allowed.  

  

   

Email and Messaging  

  

• The use of personal email accounts is not allowed at Old Bawn Community School . 

• It is the responsibility of each individual student to record their username and 

password in a secure fashion, while ensuring that they remember it. • Pupils should 

not under any circumstances share their (Office 365) email account login details with 

other pupils.  • Pupils should not use school email accounts to register for online 

services such as social networking services, apps, and games.  • Pupils should be 

aware that communications across any app provided through the school based Office 

365 account are monitored, and should have no expectation of privacy within any 

aspect of their school based digital platform.  

  

Pupils will not send any material that is illegal, obscene, and defamatory or that is 

intended to annoy or intimidate another person.  If any student engages in such 

activity may be subject to disciplinary action, through The Learning Code, up to and 

including suspension and expulsion.  

  

Pupils will not use school email accounts for personal emails.  School based email 

addresses are strictly for educational use only.  

  

Pupils should immediately report the receipt of any communication that makes them 

feel uncomfortable, is offensive, discriminatory, threatening or bullying in nature and 

must not respond to any such communication.  Such communication must 

immediately be reported to their Tutor, Year Head, Deputy Principal or Principal.  

  

Pupils should avoid opening emails that appear suspicious. If in doubt, pupils should 

ask their teacher before opening emails from unknown senders.  

  

  Social Media  

  

The following statements apply to the use of messaging, blogging and video 

streaming services in Old Bawn Community School:  
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• Use of instant messaging services and apps including Snapchat, Whats App, G Chat 

etc. is not allowed in Old Bawn Community School .  • Use of blogs such as Word 

Press, Tumblr etc. is allowed in Old Bawn Community School with express permission 

from teaching staff. 

• Use of video streaming sites such as YouTube and Vimeo etc. is allowed with 

express permission from teaching staff.  

  

Staff and pupils must not use social media and the internet in any way to harass, 

insult, abuse or defame pupils, their family members, staff and other members of the 

Old Bawn Community School community  

  

Staff and pupils must not discuss personal information about pupils, staff and other 

members of the Old Bawn Community School community on social media.  

  

Staff and pupils must not use school email addresses for setting up personal social 

media accounts or to communicate through such media.  

  

Staff and pupils must not engage in activities involving social media which might 

bring Old Bawn Community School into disrepute.  

  

Staff and pupils must not represent your personal views as those of Old Bawn 

Community School on any social medium.  

  

 Personal Devices  

  

Pupils using their own technology in school should follow the rules set out in this 

agreement, in the same way as if they were using school equipment (See BYOD 

policy).  Such devices are brought on to school premises entirely at the students' 

own risk.    

  

The following statements apply to the use of internet-enabled devices such as tablets 

in Old Bawn Community School :  

  

• Pupils are only allowed to bring personal internet-enabled devices into Old Bawn 

Community School with expressed permission from staff.  • Pupils are allowed to use 

personal internet-enabled devices during lessons only. • Students must use the 

school provided WiFi to access internet content while on school premises.  • Pupils 

are not allowed to use personal internet-enabled devices during social time.  • In 

each case, the use of personal devices to access the internet while on the school 

premises, all aspects of the BYOD AUP policy will be observed. • Smart watches are 

not permitted. • It Is the responsibility of each individual student to have any device 

used in class to be charged before coming to school.  Charging facilities will not be 

provided in school.  
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 Images & Video  

  

At Old Bawn Community School pupils must not take, use, share, publish or 

distribute images of others without their expressed permission and that of the 

teacher.  

  

Taking photos or videos on school grounds or when participating in school activities 

is allowed once care is taken that no harm is done to staff or pupils of Old Bawn 

Community School and the expressed permission of the teacher involved has been 

obtained.  

 Pupils must not share online, any images, videos or other content recorded on 

school property or while on a school trip without the written permission of the 

teacher involved.  

1. Serious breaches of the Learning Code in this Area 

 

A student taking a photo, video or audio recording of any other person in 

the school building or grounds without that person’s permission or the 

appropriate authorisation of staff will face serious sanction up to and 

including suspension or expulsion.  

 

Images or videos taken of others in toilets or changing rooms may result 

in expulsion.  

 

Students sharing or commenting on these images or videos may also face 

serious sanction.  

 

Students capturing or sharing images or videos of fights or violent conduct 

involving students may face serious sanction. 

 

In all above cases parents will be contacted. In certain serious cases An 

Garda Síochánna may be contacted.  

   

Cyberbullying  

  

When using the internet pupils and staff are expected to treat others with respect at 

all times. Engaging in online activities with the intention to harm, harass, or 

embarrass another pupil or member of staff is unacceptable and absolutely 

prohibited behaviour, with serious consequences and sanctions (through The 

Learning Code) for those involved, up to and including suspension and expulsion.  

  

Measures are taken by Old Bawn Community School to ensure that staff and pupils 

are aware that bullying is defined as “unwanted negative behaviour, verbal, 

psychological or physical, conducted by an individual or group against 

another person (or persons) and which is repeated over time.” This 

definition includes cyber-bullying even when it happens outside the school. 

  

The prevention of cyber bullying is an integral part of the anti-bullying policy of our 

school.  
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Parents and students are encouraged to contact the school for advice if they are 

aware of any issue. Many online posts and conversations take place outside of school 

time but if they present a risk harm to the welfare or character of any individual in 

the school community they will be addressed.  

 

While the prevalence of online bullying and dangers presents the school and parents 

with a new level of concern, it has been the schools experience that online actions 

leave a permanent digital trail which can be easy to follow and investigate. This fact 

may bring some relief to worried parents but reinforces the imperative that the 

school is always contacted  informed when a concern arises.  

  

 School Websites  

  

The website will be regularly checked to ensure that there is no content that 

compromises the safety, privacy, or repudiation of students or staff.  

  

The publication of student work and images will be coordinated by OBCS.  
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Mobile Phone Policy 

In Old Bawn Community School we acknowledge the usefulness of mobile phones in certain 

situations and the importance of parents maintaining contact with their children by mobile 

phone outside of school times.  However, where a pupil brings a mobile phone to school, 

the phone must be kept out of sight (i.e. in the student’s bag), switched off during the 

school day and may not be used, for any purpose, on school premises, grounds or during 

off-site school activities (such as sports activities). The only exception to this is with the 

approval of a teacher for specific educational purposes within the classroom or at a school 

event where phones are permitted to capture images (eg School Tours).  

Pupils who ignore this policy and use a mobile on school premises without permission will be 

required to hand over their phone to a member of staff. The phone will be put in an 

envelope, signed, dated and given to the Principal. The Principal will determine when/how 

the phone is returned.  

Failure to hand a phone to a member of staff when asked will result in a serious sanction. In 

this situation a teacher should call for a Deputy Principal immediately. 

Headphones/Airpods cannot be worn/visible at any time in school.  

If a teacher has any suspicion that a mobile phone has unsuitable material stored on it, 

pupils will be required to hand over the phone to a teacher and parents will be contacted. 

Where there is a suspicion that the material on the mobile may provide evidence relating to 

a criminal offence, the phone will may have to be handed over to An Garda Síochána for 

further investigation. Parents will be informed in such circumstances.  

Unauthorized possession of audio recordings, videos or images of students or school staff 

members on mobile phones is strictly prohibited. Any postings from fake or real accounts 

related to the school which are threatening, negative, take the character of any member of 

the school community or refer negatively or unfairly to any aspect of school life will be 

investigated. The school has strict guidelines regarding this aspect of mobile phone use and 

social media in the Learning Code.   

The school accepts no responsibility for replacing lost, stolen or damaged mobile phones. 

The safety and security of mobile phones is wholly a matter for pupils/parents. The school 

accepts no responsibility for pupils who lose or have their mobile phones stolen while 

travelling to and from school. Mobile phones which are found in the school and whose 

owner cannot be located should be handed to a member of staff. It is advised that pupils 

have strong security settings on their phones to ensure that unauthorized use of their 

phones is less likely. It is not advisable for students to loan, let another student use their 

phone.  

It should be noted that certain behaviour such as bullying, harassment or the collection or 

publication of prohibited material or information on mobile phones is a criminal offence. As 

such, the school may contact/advise those involved to contact An Garda Síochána.  

If a student is unwell or needs to contact home during school/class time they should do so 

through their Year Head and the school office, not on their own personal phone.  Likewise, 

parents/guardians should only contact students during the school day through the school 

office and not by text or call on the student’s personal phone or the phone of a friend.  
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General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

The school holds and collects necessary personal data on students and their families. This 

data is in paper and digital form. Rules and rights surrounding this area are governed by 

legislation and the school’s Data Protection Policy and details of data collection and 

legitimate interest are on the school website.  

This is important in relation to two areas.  

1. The data collected and stored related to the Learning Code 

2. Incidents involving more than one student 

 

- Data collected regarding behaviour and subsequent actions must be done so 

according to the highest standards and in a uniform and consistent way. Parents, 

Guardians and students over 18 have the right to access that information according 

to the terms of the Data Protection Policy. Meetings and contacts must be logged 

and agreement and consensus must be achieved regarding the report following any 

formal behaviour meeting. An agreed template available in the appendices of this 

document. Behaviour referrals, interventions and reports must be factual and 

professional and stored in the student file. A students file is managed by the Year 

Head and can only be accessed by, the Year Head, designated student support staff 

and school senior management.  

A file is only accessed in relation to the Learning Code if a behaviour intervention is 

being considered. Parents and Guardians will be involved in this process. In very rare 

circumstances the student file may be required as evidence in of a more serious 

intervention involving Educational Welfare or Expulsion.  Again, parents and 

guardians are involved in this process and fully aware of all information.  

- Incidents involving more than one student require a separate report for each 

student. This gives each individual necessary protection. For example if a teacher is 

writing a report regarding a fight reference can only be made to one student per 

report, eg: “John pushed another student”. In detailing information to parents or 

guardians the school can not 

 

• Name any other party involved in an incident 

• Speak about any subsequent consequence or sanction involving another 

student 

• Share pictures or text obtained from another student 

• Give any information related to any other student or family involved in the 

school 

• Share or give access to the schools CCTV  

If the parent or guardian feels that they have the right to information due to an immediate 

safety concern this will be discussed and advice will be given including whether to contact 

An Garda Síochánna.  

When meeting in person there is vast array of information that can be shared with parents 

and guardians regarding their own child’s progress and time in school. Also available is 

advice about supports, services, agencies, school actions and activities indeed the school 

welcomes and actively makes time and space for parental contact. 
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The Yellow Card System 

 

It would be hoped that following referral and intervention the behaviour matter referred to 

would be resolved. However, should this not be the case or if there is a repeat of a serious 

incident, a Yellow Card may be issued. The Yellow Card system indicates that a student is 

on a concerning path and needs more considered attention and intervention. The decision to 

issue a yellow Card is at the discretion of the Year Head/Principal/Deputy. Parents and 

guardians are involved in this process and the seriousness and urgency of the problem is 

articulated clearly. For a student who has received one or more Yellow Cards the Behaviour 

Support Referral Form is of particular significance because it outlines in a systematic and 

consistent way the ongoing behaviour issues and the subsequent interventions 

implemented. It is crucial to ensure that teachers continue to fill out referrals especially for 

those students whose behaviour is being monitored more closely. The management and 

filing of these is especially important when there are acute behaviour needs and concerns. A 

Yellow Card management document called the Yellow Card Management Document is 

available to track and log this process. (see Appendices) 

 

The yellow card process has 7 steps increasing in urgency and intensity of intervention as 

they go along. Very few students ever need behaviour referral or any kind of intervention. 

Fewer still have to engage with the yellow card process so when such a process is initiated, 

parents and guardians are informed of the gravity of the situation. With each yellow card 

comes a particular response and this is shared and explained carefully to all involved.  

Students who receive more than one yellow card in a year will be monitored very closely as 

this type of situation has led to early expulsion in the past.  

A yellow card is issued for a Gross misbehaviour. This can happen inside or outside class. 
Suspension may accompany this sanction. Gross misbehaviour includes  
 

• Fighting or violent behaviour 
• Bullying  
• Smoking or Vaping in school 
• Bringing a banned substance/item to school 

• Verbal abuse of staff or other students 
• Malicious damage to property 
• Tampering or interfering with school safety/fire equipment  
• Stealing from school  
• Repeated conduct which prevents learning and teaching form taking place  
• Any behaviour which, in the judgement concerned staff, is so extreme as to be 

outside the boundaries which can be dealt with by normal procedures. 
 
 
First Yellow Card will result in a formal meeting with Year Head, with appropriate 
consequence or intervention. Behaviour will be monitored more closely for an agreed time 
(usually 6 weeks). Parents will be contacted outlining the reason for the issuance and 
sanction. Many students with the right intervention reman on one yellow card and if an 
effort is made to improve there is no need continue to review behaviour closely. If negative 
reports continue to be a source of concern, a second yellow card will be issued. 
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Second Yellow Card will result in an informal meeting with Year Head, parent/guardian 
and teacher(s) (if appropriate). An outline and review of behaviour records on-line and 
review of referrals will be prepared in advance of the meeting. Consequences and 
interventions will be assigned and a review date will be set for a follow up meeting.  
 
Third Yellow Card will result in a formal meeting with year head, parents/guardian and 
student.  Formal warning of severe sanctions will be issued. Student support services will be 
discussed and offered and appropriate consequences and interventions will be agreed. A 
review meeting date will be set.  
 
Fourth Yellow Card will result in severe sanction.  A full conference will be held which 
includes, Year Head, parents/guardian, relevant teachers, Deputy Principal and relevant 
school support personnel.  Parent/guardian will be asked to discuss whether the school is 
meeting the behaviour needs of the student concerned. Alternatives may be discussed. The 
student will be asked for their thoughts in relation to their behaviour of concern and how 
they want to continue in school. A discussion on whether the student can return to class and 
under what conditions will take place. A record of the meeting, a behaviour plan/contract, 
and a list of agreed interventions will be circulated and signed. A review date meeting will 
be set.  
 
Fifth Yellow Card will result in a suspension followed by an assessment by the school 
counsellor.  A meeting will take place including Year Head, Deputy Principal, 
parents/guardian and student.  The student may not be returned to class without the 
approval of the Principal. A final warning will take place and a review of interventions to 
date will be discussed. An internal case meeting of all the relevant support personnel will 
take place and a final review of appropriate resources, supports and interventions will take 
place. An amended behaviour plan may be produced.  
 
Sixth Yellow Card will result in suspension.  A full meeting, to include Principal, will take 
place. The Educational Welfare Services may be contacted to warn of possible expulsion. A 
full review of the ineffectiveness of interventions to date will be explored and discussed.  
Interventions will continue and outside agencies and supports may be examined. A formal 
time sensitive short review date will be set (usually 2-4 weeks). The Principal may request 
the Board of Management to sanction a longer suspension than 3 days.  
 
Seventh Yellow Card indicates a very grave situation.  The student will be suspended.  
The matter will be reported to the Board of Management and the Department of Education 
and Skills and may result in expulsion from the school.  
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Suspension and Expulsion 

SUSPENSION 

Suspension may be used as a sanction under the Learning Code.  Suspension should be a 

proportionate response to the behaviour that has caused concern.  Normally other 

intervention will have been tried before suspension.  The decision to suspend a student will 

be based on serious grounds such as: 

• The student’s behaviour has had a seriously detrimental effect on the education of 

other students. 

• The students continued presence in the school at this time constitutes a threat to 

safety. 

• The student is responsible for damage to persons or property. 

• Any serious behaviour that cannot be dealt with through less serious sanctions. 

• A single incident of serious misconduct may be grounds for suspension. 

 

• Forms of Suspension 

Suspension as a sanction is available at any stage on the Behaviour Referral System subject 

to grounds listed above.  Suspensions are broadly divided into two main categories: 

• Automatic suspension at stage 5 and 6 of the Negative Referral System. 

• Gross Misbehaviour, a suspension which necessitates immediate removal from the 

school. 

 

• Procedures for suspension 

 

 

Automatic suspension / suspension as a sanction 

The matter will be investigated impartially. 

Student will be given an opportunity to respond and write a report. 

Parents will be invited to meeting with Year Head/Deputy Principal or Principal. 

Parents will be given an opportunity to respond. 

Notice of suspension will be given to parents in writing including informing them of their 

right to appeal. 

 

Gross Misbehaviour 

Report of incident/Behaviour referral received. 

Preliminary investigation by Year Head/Deputy Principal/Principal 

Principal authorises use of suspension as sanction. 
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Parents are contacted and requested to collect the student. 

Notice of duration of suspension given to parents in writing including their right of appeal. 

Formal investigation to take place with the student given the right to be heard. 

Formal meeting with Year Head/Deputy Principal/Principal and parents prior to the return of 

the student to class. 

 

PERIOD OF SUSPENSION 

The Board of Management has delegated the authority to the Principal to suspend for up the 

three days.   

The Board of Management reserve the authority to suspend for longer periods.   

The period of suspension will be clearly communicated to the parents in writing.   

The duration of suspension will be appropriate to the misbehaviour.   

Students who have accumulated six days suspension in any given year will be reported to 

the Educational Welfare Officer…. TUSLA 

• Appeals 

Suspensions may be appealed to the Board of Management.  In the case where a student 

has accumulated twenty days suspension, the parents/guardians may appeal the suspension 

under Section 29 of the Education Act 1998. 

The Board of Management reviews suspension monthly. 

 

EXPULSION 

Expulsion of a student is a very serious step and will only be considered by the Board of 

Management.  Expulsion will only be considered as a proportionate response to the student’s 

behaviour and after significant steps have been taken to address the misbehaviour to 

attempt to avoid expulsion of the student. 

 

These interventions may include, as appropriate: 

- Involving parents 

- Promoting / developing student responsibility 

- Ensuring all other options has been tried. 

- Seeking the advice of an outside agency. 

A proposal to expel a student requires serious grounds such as: 

• The student’s behaviour is a persistent cause of significant disruption to the learning 

of others or the teaching process. 

• The students continued presence in the school constitutes a real significant threat to 

safety. 

• The student is responsible for serious damage to persons or property. 
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• The student has reached the end of our Yellow Card System and their behaviour 

continues to be of a serious and persistent negative nature. 

 

• There may be exceptional circumstances when a student can be expelled 

for a first offence and such offences include: 

 

- A serious threat of violence against another student or member of staff. 

- Actual violence or physical assault. 

- Supplying/possession of illegal drugs in school. 

- Sexual assault. 

- Taking an image or video of another student in a toilet or changing room and/or 

sharing it on line/with others. 

- Bringing a dangerous weapon/item to school. 

- Posting online threats or misinformation regarding teachers or students 

Expulsion Procedures 

 

Old Bawn Community School will follow for procedures under section 10-3 and 10-4 of the 

Education (Welfare) Act 2000 when considering the use of expulsion.   

 

• The procedure for expulsion is: 

A detailed investigation and review to be carried out under the direction of the Principal.  

The Principal will produce a report and consult with the parents/guardian and student giving 

them every opportunity to respond.  Where the Principal forms the opinion that expulsion 

should be recommended the Principal will present a copy of the report to the parents and 

invite them to the Board of Management meeting where the expulsion will be considered. 

 

• Recommendation and Consideration of Expulsion Proposal. 

The Principal will present the report to the Board of Management while the parents are 

present.  A recommendation for expulsion will be presented to the Board.  The 

parents/guardian will be given an opportunity to respond either orally or in writing. 

 

• Board of Management Deliberations and Decisions 

The Principal and the parents leave the room and the Board of Management will make its 

decision.  Having finished its deliberation if the Board form the opinion that the student is to 

be expelled, the Secretary of the Board will inform the parents and the Education Welfare 

Officer in writing of the Board’s decision.  Parents will be informed of their right to appeal 

under Section 29 of the Education Act October 1998.  The student shall be duly expelled 

after twenty days have elapsed after notification is received by the Education Welfare 

Officer. 
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• Consultation with Education Welfare Officer 

Within twenty days a meeting will be convened under Section 24 of the Education (Welfare) 

Act 2000 between the Education Welfare Officer, parents and the Principal. 

 

• Confirmation of Decision to Expel 

When the twenty days has elapsed and the Board of Management remains of the view that 

the student should be expelled.  The Board of Management will confirm the expulsion.  All 

parents or students over the age of eighteen have the right to appeal an expulsion under 

Section 29 of the Education Act 1998.  The Board of Management will review the use of 

expulsion annually. 

 

• Expulsion in exceptional or unspecified circumstances  

It is not feasible for a Learning Code to list every possible reason for expulsion. The Board of 

Management examines each individual case in detail on its own merits before making any 

decision. With the advent of such things as social media, new technologies and constant 

changes in trends, demographics, culture and society, the spirit of the Learning Code must 

always seek and be reviewed to protect students, staff and the school community in a 

considered and contemporaneous way. Even though the cause of vast majority of expulsions 

fall under a category outlined in this code, there may be a compelling case to expel which 

does not correspond fully to any specified list. 

• Any serious incident or pattern of behaviour that is publicised and well known to the 

school community through social media or otherwise, could lead the Board to 

determine that a student’s continued presence in the school may be harmful to that 

student, to other students and/or may cause serious reputational damage to the 

school.  The Board may conclude that expulsion is necessary. 

 

• The Board may conclude that expulsion is necessary where an incident of gross 

misbehaviour is recorded and shared on the internet. The incident itself or particular 

behaviour may not be listed in the code but the fact that it has been shared widely 

and is a subject of public debate within the community or even further afield, can 

make the whole issue fall under the category of expulsion.   

It is impossible for any Learning Code to be comprehensively prescriptive in this area and 

this is where the Board must have the latitude to make a reasonable and uninhibited 

determination that is fair to all.   
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Registration of Specific Behaviours 

 

The school will keep a register of students that engage in particular categories of behaviour. 

In addition to their being placed on such a register the Board of Management will write to 

parents or guardians formally informing them of the register entry. The purpose of the 

register is to monitor behaviour that can cause a serious risk of harm to others when a 

single instance or first offence of such behaviour may not warrant expulsion straight away.  

The 3 areas where a register will be kept are:  

1. Bullying 

2. Violence  

3. Tampering with Safety Equipment  

When and incidence of any of the above behaviours is investigated and proven, the normal 

procedures in the learning Code will apply.  

In addition to those procedures:  

- The Principal will contact parents or guardians and invite them to a meeting.  

 

- At the meeting they will be informed that there will be a record of the student’s 

name kept on the particular register for the duration of their time in school.  

 

- They will be warned that if there is a reason to repeat an entry on that register or 

another register, expulsion may follow. 

 

- A letter will follow from the Board of Management informing them of the seriousness 

of the matter.   
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Positive Rewards 

Constant praise is the best way to make children behave, according to a research study into 

disciplinary methods. 

Teachers who increase the amount of praise for good behaviour and reduce criticism directed at 

unruly pupils notice a "dramatic" improvement in discipline, it claims. 

Academics from Liverpool John Moores University, who carried out the trial, found that teachers 

at all levels were good at praising children for good work but tended to ignore good behaviour.  

Conversely, they spent a large proportion of their time telling off the naughty ones. 

 

When teachers were persuaded to raise the amount of praise from 54 per cent to 85 

per cent and reduce "tellings off" from 46 per cent to 15 per cent, the result was 6% 

of pupils disrupting or failing to work compared with nearly 25% before the training. 

 

Disciplining a child in front of the whole class is the worst thing a teacher can do, said Dr Jeremy 

Swinson, from the university's school of psychology, which led the study.  

Such tactics backfired by provoking difficult pupils into the kind of "am I bovvered?" response 

mimicked by Catherine Tate, the television comedian, he told a British Psychological Society 

conference in Bournemouth. 

 

"If you want to motivate any group of people you don't do it by telling them off," he 

said. "You do it by accentuating the positives. That's what you need to do in the 

classroom." 

 

With Prof Alex Harrop he analysed the effects of a three-hour training scheme on teachers at six 

primary and secondary schools in north-west England.  

The training advised teachers not to draw attention to pupils who were not working properly but 

instead to praise children who were working well nearby. They were told to give clear 

instructions, frequently acknowledge pupils behaving well, and give more positive feedback for 

good behaviour at the beginning of a lesson or new activity. 

 

 "Many teachers were unaware of the skills needed to deal with unruly classes and 

over-relied on telling pupils off, which in the long run has very little effect on the 

pupils' behaviour," said Dr Swinson. 

 

They should give positive feedback when children deserved it and also describe the behaviour 

that they were praising, he said.  

 

"If you say 'Well done Julie for sitting quietly' you are repeating your direction to the 

class. It is that description that is heard by the rest of the class."  

 

Dr Swinson insisted that his approach was not "soft" on discipline. Teachers must never ignore 

unruly behaviour and should use sanctions available to them in more serious cases, he said.  

"The most effective strategy of getting anybody to do as they are told is to be positive."  

Liz Lightfoot, Education Coorespondent Daily Telegraph 
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- The school will encourage all teachers to engage in positive reinforcement and steer 

away from highlighting bad behaviour as much as possible 

 

- A suite of positive reports will be made available on VS ware and teachers will be 

encouraged to use one positive note for ever negative note awarded. 

 

- As part of the Integr8 and Treo Nua programmes, a suite of student awards will be 

made available raging from notes, calls home, certificates and awards to prizes, trips 

out and school based ceremonies.  

 

- All students involved in any behaviour intervention will have rewards and success 

criteria built into their programmes. 

 

- Deputy principals will do two positive visits to classes to catch and reinforce good 

behaviour for every negative visit they have to make. This action will be logged.  

 

- Positive reinforcement and positive behaviour messages will be built into every year 

assembly and intercom announcement throughout the school year 

 

- Behaviour messages and learning code rules in the student journal will be broadly 

positive in tone.  

 

- Negative messages about behaviour will be individualised and carried out away from 

classes and other students as much as possible.  

 

- When visiting classes to address a discipline issue the Year Head or Deputy Principal 

will praise the good students and make an appointment to revisit the class to award 

an improvement. 

 

- No discipline issues will be discussed in corridors in front of other students. Students 

will be calmly brought to a nearby office and those involved will wait for a short time 

to cool off before discussing the issue. 

 

- Praise, encouragement and optimism will be built into every behaviour meeting. 

 

- Subject departments will develop a list of subject and department specific awards in 

relation to behaviour and effort.  

 

- Deputy Principals will formally phone parents with good reports on Friday when any 

improvement is noticed during the week and this activity will be available to all 

students who have been involved in any kind of referral or behaviour intervention.  

 

- This will be followed up with a letter if the behaviour improvement continues for a 

further week 

 

- All behaviour checking during class will be followed by a challenge and 

encouragement to improve before the end of class giving the student the chance of 

redemption and success.  
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School Completion Programme and Outside agencies 

 

The school Completion Programme (SCP) is part of the TUSLA Education Welfare Umbrella 

designed to provide supports to schools and students in the areas of Attendance,  

Participation and Retention.  

There is a lot that the SCP can offer a school as part of its behaviour support mechanisms. 

There is a strong link between behaviour and school attendance, participation and retention. 

The SCP provides, personnel, expertise, networks and finance to implement programmes, 

initiatives and targeted support where there is a risk to a students full and productive 

participation in school. 

SCP work focuses on targeting and providing supports to young people identified 

to be most at risk of early school leaving and includes: 

Identifying and supporting children at risk of not reaching their potential in the 

educational system because of poor attendance, participation and retention via 

initiatives such as breakfast clubs; homework clubs; afterschool supports; 

mentoring programmes; and therapeutic interventions; 

Ensuring that schools have in place the appropriate procedures to monitor, 

identify and respond to attendance, participation and retention issue; 

Implementing transfer programmes to support young people transitioning from 

primary to post-primary school. www.tusla.ie  

The SCP coordinator formally meets weekly and more often if needed to discuss the support 

needs of students as part of the school’s pastoral care, behaviour support and SEN 

programmes. The continuum of support that SCP offers can be 

• General/preventative for the many 

• Targeted for the few 

• Intensive and ongoing for individuals 

SCP works across a number of “family” schools in the locality so support can be offered to 

younger siblings, parents and guardians and be a valuable link and intelligence source 

between schools.  SCP also offers crucial networks to outside agencies which work with 

students and their families such as youth services, Garda diversion projects and counselling 

and family supports. As part of the Learning Code SCP is highlighted as much more than just 

a statutory agency with a role and remit but a key partner in Old Bawn CS that provides 

invaluable and much needed services and expertise to the whole school community.  

 

http://www.tusla.ie/
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The Role of the Inclusion Support Assistant (ISA) in 

Post Primary School 

 

In primary schools Inclusion Support Assistants (ISA) formerly known as Special Needs 

Assistants (SNA) can be more tied to an individual student than in Post Primary. While the 

ISA is still assigned to specific students in post primary school and many still accompany 

individual students throughout the school day, the ISA can be a valuable resource to a class 

teacher and the whole class. As students get older, they are more likely to not want their 

ISA in very close proximity all the time. Therefore the ISA becomes a support assistant to 

that student in the context of the whole school or the whole class. Also support is allocated  

in a fluid and increasingly shared model within the team.  

 

In post primary there is more movement around the room and more time where the ISA 

stands off and lets the student learn independently, integrate and socialise. In this context 

the ISA can be a valuable second person in a classroom and in common aread, defusing 

situations, sitting with groups or individuals to help create focus or removing a student for 

time our or in order to calm down. The ISA is also often the most experienced staff member 

in relation to the student they are assigned to and can therefore a crucial source of 

information and advice to a teacher new to that student.  

 

Poor behaviour affects inclusion. It is the job of the ISA to enhance the inclusion prospects 

of the student. Therefore, the ISA should not automatically withdraw or be required to 

routinely withdraw the student from the larger class.  

 

It is not the case that students who have ISA access routinely have behaviour concerns. In 

fact it is more likely to be the opposite. However, students with complex behaviour needs 

who also have ISA access have a very significant ally as they navigate physically, socially 

and educationally through school.  

 

The ISA is a key witness to how the student reacts in different situations, lessons and 

contexts. They are contacted and consulted by parents and their assessment of progress, 

learning and mood is second to none because of their unique relationship and vantage 

point.  

 

The ISA is a trusted and approachable member of staff for many of our most vulnerable 

students. The important relationships that exist mean that more and more students with 

complex and varying behaviour needs are able to successfully access and complete main- 

stream education in an inclusive and collaborative way. ISA expertise and experience was 

essential to the preparation of this Learning Code. 
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Student Support, Special Educational Needs and 

INTEGR8 

 

Behaviour support falls under the umbrella of Special Educational Needs (SEN). There is 

always a reason why a student misbehaves in class. If a school can discover why this is and 

subsequently meet the particular need that is causing the behaviour in question, it follows 

that in most cases it is possible to resolve that behaviour issue. 

 

The student support/ pastoral care coordination team meets weekly to review the specific 

care needs of all students, the more acute and serious behaviour concerns of students are 

addressed at this meeting. Representatives from student support, SCP, Career Guidance, 

Attendance support, SEN department and Senior Leadership make up this group.  

In addition to individualised assessment meetings carried out by designated personnel, 

specific SEN educational work and all the other interventions by teachers, year heads and 

related staff as part of this Learning Code the Student Support Coordination team have 

designed and implemented the Old Bawn Integr8 additional programmes suite to address 

the more acute behavioural and wellbeing needs of students.  

The Student Support and Pastoral Care Coordination in collaboration with Year Heads and 

Senior Management oversee the overall implementation, assessment of students and 

referral to the Integr8 programme.  

 Integr8 comprises of 8 different programs to enable our 

students to reach their full potential at Old Bawn Community 

School. Staff can volunteer to check and connect with students 

weekly for 20 minutes as part of their timetable.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Understanding 

Me 
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Art Therapy 

 

 

 

The arts can help build self-esteem, bring joy and provide motivation for struggling students 

to stay in school. 

 

 

Introduction 

The value of art activities for students with additional needs can't be overemphasised! 
They provide all students, and additionally students with additional needs, with an 
outlet for expression and creativity that enhances learning. Art activities are good ways 
to foster self-esteem. Because no work of art is ever "wrong," students with additional 
needs don't need to worry that their art won't be "as good as" others!  

 

Aims 

• Promote inclusion of students with additional needs 
• Provide these students with a space to express themselves in a creative 

manner 
• Promote self-esteem and motivation to succeed 
• Enable students to develop their fine motor and problem solving skills 
• Enhance the communication and expression of students with additional 

needs 

 

Objectives 

A number of objectives can be met through art therapy such as: exploring racial 
and cultural identity, improved behaviour, improved development and 
coordination, improved social skills, self expression, leisure and group work.  

 

Outcomes 

Art is one activity where there is no ‘fixed’ standard. This allows the students to be 
able to do art at their own pace without competition and expectations. Through this 
atmosphere self-esteem is increased and students are able to communicate through 
their artwork.  
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    Creative Writing 

 

 

Introduction 

The use of free form written expression can be very therapeutic for a young 
person. In the context of our programme at OBCS, it should be made clear to 
the student that they are not to feel restricted by the usual conventions of 
language, grammar, punctuation or spelling and thus inspire a sense of 
liberation while distinguishing the programme from the English classroom. 
Students should be made to feel confident that there is no wrong response on 
the page. 

Introducing students to this use of writing as a form of self-therapy in a fun 
and relaxed environment as part of a small group of peers will encourage them 
to adopt writing as a coping skill that they can use independently of a teacher 
or therapist. They will hopefully feel encouraged to continue this as a process 
of reflection by keeping a personal journal. 

An environment of sharing only what the student feels comfortable with should 
be fostered. Students should feel that if they so wish, they can tear up what 
they’ve written many times before they decide to commit a draft to completion. 

Creative expression can help improve mood, according to the HSE on mental 
health. Engaging in creative activities can absorb a person’s attention and aid 
them in forgetting negative thoughts.  

Aims 

The overall aims of the six week program are: 

• To introduce students to a new coping skill.  

• To encourage students to explore their thoughts, feelings and 
behaviours.  

• To foster positive peer-peer interactions and teacher-student 
interactions.  

• To provide students with the opportunity to feel a sense of 

achievement. 

Objectives 

Over the course of the six weeks at one hour per week students will:  

• Learn how to use writing to deal with stressful thoughts and emotions.  

• Learn to express negative thoughts and feelings in a constructive and 
creative manner.  

• Discover alternative methods to help overcome peer conflict.  

• Create an original piece of writing in the form of a poem or short story. 
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Film Studies/Movie Making 

 

Aims 

The aim of the film studies program is to allow students to express themselves 
creatively and to explore and discuss current issues found in selected films and 
documentaries. By doing this they are exploring issues surrounding wellbeing, self-
esteen and current affairs.  

 

Objectives 

The overall aim will be met by exploring the following objectives: 

Introduction to Film Theory 
 
Film Analysis - Irish Film & International Film: Discussing the Current aspects of Irish 
Cinema and beyond. 
 
Digital Media- Discussing the Aspects of Digital Media and its impact on today’s world. 
 
An Introduction to Scriptwriting  
 
The Rise of Documentary Making on today’s world. 
 
Editing: A basic lesson in editing- An introduction to the Software program Final Cut 
Pro and how to use the tools.   

 

Outcomes 

The film studies program will give our students the opportunity to explore issues 
surrounding their wellbeing through film, script writing and documentaries. Students 
will be able to address issues regarding wellbeing in a healthy and creative manner 
through filmmaking and script writing. After the module students will be encouraged 
to continue to use film to help their general wellbeing.  
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            The Kick Programme 

A Six Week Kickboxing Program to Inspire and Challenge Students 

 

Overall Aim 

The aim of the KICK programme is to improve teenager’s physical and mental 
health by combining challenging youth work activities and kickboxing 
techniques.  

 

Objective 

The objective of the KICK programme is to bring sport and challenging youth 
work together in one programme. It address anti-social behaviour and 
unhealthy behaviours in a positive and challenging way. The programme allows 
trust to build between students and coaches. This trust facilitates discussion 
about sensitive topics to take place such as drug awareness, crime, right and 
wrong and positive mental health. 

 

Outcome 

This KICK programme will give our students the opportunity to address many 
issues like the rising levels in obesity, mental health issues and anti-social 
behaviour among teenagers and acquire the necessary skills and tools to 
address everyday challenges. On completion of this programme the students 
will be encouraged to join their local clubs, be It kickboxing or other sports. 
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Art Therapy 

 

Mindfulness is the basic human ability to be fully present, aware of where we are and what 

we’re doing, and not overly reactive or overwhelmed by what’s going on around us. 

 

 

Aims 
The aim of mindfulness to is help students to be mindful which in turn will help 
students to savor the pleasures in life as they occur. It aims to help our students to 
become fully engaged in activities and creates a greater capacity to deal with 
adverse events.  

 

Objectives 
The objective of mindfulness is that by focusing on the here and now, many people 
who practice mindfulness find that they are less likely to get caught up in worries 
about the future or regrets over the past, are less preoccupied with concerns about 
success and self-esteem, and are better able to form deep connections with others. 

 

 

 

Outcome 

The outcome of mindfulness is that students will acquire the skills and tools to help 
relieve stress, improve sleep, etc. Mindfulness meditation can also help address 
issues of depression, substance abuse, eating disorders, anxiety disorders, and 
obsessive-compulsive disorder. 
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Music Therapy 

 

A 2017 survey conducted by the Irish Examiner and Reachout Ireland found that 

45% of teens self-reported listening to or playing music as their primary way of 

alleviating stress or dealing with mental health issues. 

 

 

Introduction 

Music therapy is an evidence-based practice. In this program the music therapist will 
use music and all of its facets – physical, emotional, mental, social, aesthetic, and 
spiritual – to help students improve their general wellbeing and quality of life.  
Music therapy with adolescents can help to reduce and alleviate feelings of anxiety 
and depression, as well as promote relaxation and wellbeing. It can be used to support 
students who are going through significant life events, such as bereavement, bullying, 
sexual/gender identity, etc. It can be utilised as an emotional support and to increase 
confidence and self-esteem.  

 

Aim 

The aim of music therapy is to improve students general wellbeing through the 
exploration of music in its broadest sense. 

 

Objectives 

Song Writing: Primarily for emotional wellbeing and self-expression. It can help to 
develop emotional insight and encourage coping. 

Lyrical Analysis: Encourages self-reflection and insight. 

Improvisation: Improvisation can be used as a form of expression, improve cognitive 
and social functioning. 

Listening to music: Listening to music can reduce stress and anxiety, and encourage 
coping and relaxation. 

 

Outcome 
Music therapy will give our students the space to use music to promote wellbeing and 
personal development. It will be a tool to help students reach their full potentail.  
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Social Skills 

 

 

Aims 
The program aims to assist students to learn skills and techniques to help them cope 
with and to overcome anxiety. It teaches coping and problem solving skills, which can 
be applied to daily life. These skills can build emotional resilience, which protects 
individuals against stress and enables them to face the difficulties and challenging 
situations daily life may bring.  

 

Objectives 
To achieve aims of the program different topics are covered each week, with their own 
objectives.  
 

1: Introduction to the Group – To get to know the group, to explore group 
rules, to discuss expectations. 
  
2: Understanding Feelings and Practicing Empathy – Understanding feelings 
and body clues, exploring what it means to be empathic.  
  
3: Confidence – Learning about what confidence looks like and how we can 
practice confidence.  
  
4: Learning to Relax – Practice mindfulness, why should we relax, and 
discussion on different ways people relax. 
  
5: Your Powerful Thoughts – How our thoughts can change our outlook.  
  
6: Making and Keeping Friends – What makes a good friend, what does good 
friendship look like? 
 

 

 

Outcome 

By the end of six sessions students will have explored a number of ways to improve 
their social skills, thereby reducing social anxiety and increasing personal resilience  
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  Understanding Me  
 

Aims   
  
The aim of the program is to provide our 
students with additional needs with the 
knowledge and skills needed for healthy 
relationships with themselves, their peers 
and those around them. It teaches them 
how to understand themselves as a 
person and equips them with the 
necessary tools to understand their sexuality 
and how to handle all kinds of relationships.   
  
Objectives   
To achieve aims of the program of ‘Understanding Me’ different topics are 
covered each week.  

1. Children with additional needs and relationships  
2. Personal Care  
3. Puberty and emotions  
4. Teaching personal safety  
5. Online Safety and the law  
 

  Outcomes  
By the end of the program students will have explored their relationships and sexuality , 
thereby increasing their ability to relate to others in a healthy way.  
  
  
Duration : 6 weeks  
  
Aim: The aim of the program ‘ Understanding Me ‘ is to provide students with additional 
needs with the knowledge, understanding and skills needed for healthy relationships with 
themselves, their peers and with those around them. It teaches them how to understand 
themselves as a person and equips them with the necessary tools to understand 
themselves as a person and also equips them with the necessary tools to understand their 
sexuality and how to handle all kinds of relationships.  
  
Week one: Children with additional needs and relationships  
 

• Formation Friendship  
• Theory of mind  
• Social rules  
• Social norms  
• Inappropriateness of senses  
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Week two: Personal Care  
 

• Sense of Self  
• Slow gradual change  

 
Week three: Puberty and Emotions  
 

• Recognising and naming emotions  
• Identifying physical feelings  

 
Week Four: Teaching Personal Safety  
 

• Appropriate and inappropriate touching  
• Which areas of the body no one should touch except with young person’s consent  
• Personal space, including space in communal areas  
• Public toilet etiquette  

 
Week Five: Online Safety and the Law  
 

• Most incidents occur because the young person does not know the rules  
• Teach appropriate social rules for different settings  
• Use multiple scenarios and examples  
• Explicitly teach: What is appropriate in a setting and what is not appropriate in a 
setting.  

 
Week six: Reflection and evaluation  
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 Treo Nua (A New Direction) – Behaviour Support 

Initiative 
Introduction 

Treo Nua is an initiative as part of the Learning Code and Pastoral Care mechanisms 

in Old Bawn Community School. It is designed to help students achieve their 

educational and social potential by helping them improve their behaviour and 

engagement in school. Treo Nua  is a multi-faceted, evidence-based programme that 

utilises a partnership model between the school, the student and their 

families/guardians.   

Students involved in Treo Nua engage in an intervention-based process that is 

individually planned, time managed and monitored. Trained lead teachers deliver the 

programme but work and liaise with key staff such as Senior Management, School 

Support and Year Heads as outlined in the Learning Code in identifying participants 

and suggested individual ‘skills for learning’ for the Student Behaviour Plan. Progress 

is reviewed and evaluated by the school and the student.  

Aim 

The aim of this programme is to provide an intensive, short-term, individualised 

intervention for students who consistently fail to respond to alternative interventions 

and supports provided by the school. It offers support to the minority of students who 

persistently present challenging and disruptive behaviours within subject classrooms. 

Objectives 

• To complement and build on the whole school approach to behaviour and 

targeted interventions already used with students. 

• Working with school management, year heads and student support, 

participants will be identified and referred to the programme. Subject teachers 

will give feedback on student’s progress, behaviour and their curricular needs. 

• A Student Behaviour Plan (SBP) will be completed for each participant which 

will include agreed skills for learning for the student (e.g. time keeping). 

• The teachers working in Treo Nua will contact each participants 

parents/guardians before working with a student and provide feedback to them 

after a six-week session. 

• Students will complete a self-assessment of their time so far in the school and 

begin to work on their skills for learning, students will be set a maximum of two 

skills at a time 
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• At the end of six weeks the student and teachers will evaluate the progress of 

the participant with the aim of reintegrating the student back into all 

mainstream classes. 

The 6 week Programme 

 

Prior to the beginning of the six weeks with a student, the Treo Nua team will have 

received a student profile from the relevant Year Head and a ‘Pre-Learning Behaviour 

Checklist’ from the student’s subject teachers. A consent letter will have been sent 

home and feedback received from parents/guardians. The team will then complete a 

Student Behaviour Plan. 

 

Session 1: Student will complete ‘My Work at School’, which allows them to self-

evaluate their behaviour in school focusing on what they are good at as well as what 

needs to improve. A learning skills target sheet will be given to each student. 

Sessions 2 – 5: Depending on the targeted ‘Skills for Learning’ that have been 

identified by the team, the student will work on a variety of exercises including but 

not restricted to: 

• Organisation – homework; lockers; journal; equipment 

• Punctuality – time-keeping; arriving on time to class 

• Behaviour – analysing school and classroom rules; what skills I have and 

where I use them in life; what it means to listen and using your voice in 

class; looking at what I am good at; 

• Relationships – friendship, what it means; what respect is; what is a 

good choice 

• Alert Programme – comparing your body to a car and how it runs; 

looking at the five senses and focusing on each sense one at a time. 

The above topics are in no particular order and each students behaviour plan will be 

unique to them and the programme built around it. Each week will also include literacy 

and numeracy exercises, the focus depending on the feedback from the teachers and 

the year head. There will also be a review of the student’s progress in reaching their 

targets in each of their weekly skills for learning and new targets set. 

 

Session 6: this session will be a review with the student with the aim of integrating 

the student back into their mainstream classes. The student will self-evaluate their 

progress and compare it to their evaluation at the beginning of the six weeks. They 

will also be introduced to the ‘Check and Connect’ programme if this is applicable to 

them.   
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The 5 “Be”s of Old Bawn & Scaling 

The 5 “Be”s 

To help students to understand the school rules and focus on the key areas, we have come 

up with a way to simplify all school rules into 5 key statements. These are especially useful: 

• For students new to the school.  

• When students are struggling to understand or adhere to the Learning Code. 
• As part of an induction and transfer programme. 

These rules are called the 5Bs of Old Bawn 

1. Be on time (for class and school). 

2. Be in the right place (in the school building and in class). 

3. Be prepared (I have my uniform, equipment and homework). 

4. Be ready to learn (I am listening, following instructions and taking part). 

5. Be polity and friendly (I use hands up, I take my turn, I never argue, shout or be 

unfair to anyone). 

There are probably very few school rules that can not be covered by these 5 statements and 

when learned in conjunction with a model of scaling prove a simple and effective way to 

focus students on the basic skills needed for learning.  

Scaling 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

Scaling is an easy way for students to articulate, understand and plan their progress in 

relation to learning. For example: a student during a check and connect session with a 

teacher could be asked how they feel their timekeeping or preparedness or politeness was in 

the previous week. Rather than using adjectives, they point to a number on the scale. For 

example, they might award themselves 5 out of 10 when describing their progress in a given 

area, the number when stated is then easier to describe in words when the student is asked 

why they they’ve awarded themselves the number. A low number indicates room for 

improvement and a higher number is more likely to be seen as achievable. When setting a 

target for the coming week, again the student will state an intention in numeric form on the 

scale. This precedes the question to describe what a score such as 7 out of 10 in relation to 

for example politeness might look like. Students become involved in setting their own 

targets and success criteria. 

 

- Scaling is evidentially proven to help students achieve simple learning skills. 

- Failure or punishment is not part of the system of evaluation and planning. 

- The scaling system is a way to help students have a calm conversation about their 

behaviour. 

- Scaling helps students set targets, plan and have ownership over their progress. 

- Scaling and conversations about learning skills and success criteria are significantly 

more likely to achieve behaviour change than traditional sanction or punishment. 
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Wellbeing and Anti Bullying 

 

The word bullying is overused in schools by students. Bullying is not once off or random 

name calling, nastiness, negative physical contact. These things however, while being 

common in all schools, are never acceptable and will always be addressed and dealt with 

when reported or witnessed. They have a detrimental effect on the wellbeing of students 

and can be a cause of school based anxiety or even school refusal for some. It is the 

thankfully school experience that as students get older and longer in the school name 

calling, nastiness, fighting, and many other negative interactions decrease in number as 

maturity, friendship and resilience capacity builds.  

Wellbeing is a very significant curricular area and focus as part of the new Junior Cycle 

Bullying has been defined as: as “unwanted negative behaviour, verbal, 

psychological or physical, conducted by an individual or group against another 

person (or persons) and which is repeated over time.” 

Bullying behaviour is planned, systematic and can happen online, remotely, can be 

orchestrated through others and can even be nonverbal. Following years of very active 

monitoring and intervention in the area of bullying and a very robust and evidence based 

school anti bullying policy we have found that proven cases of actual bullying are relatively 

low. This school however, remains extremely vigilant and has an unequivocal policy and 

standpoint which remains in place.  

Parents/guardians can refer to the school anti bullying policy for further information.  

For the purposes of this Learning Code a number of key statements will apply be pursued. 

 

The school will: 

• Actively monitor, investigate and intervene in all cases of negative interaction/ 

contact or bullying. 

• The school will teach and refer regularly to this area in class, in the curriculum, 

publication, assembly and in a whole school initiative. 

• Actively encourage students to report any negative interaction or suspected bullying 

and debunk the erroneous belief that telling makes the problem worse. 

• Engage fully with parents and guardians when problems arise offering support advice 

and swift and decisive action when necessary. 

• Encourage parents/guardians to speak regularly at home about the issue of bullying 

and wellbeing. 

• Encourage students to speak regularly with their parents and guardians about 

bullying and wellbeing.  

Parents/guardians should contact the school by email, phone or note in the 

journal if they have any concerns. A fast appointment will be scheduled. Parents 

arriving at the office at an unscheduled time cannot be guaranteed an immediate 

appointment. All relevant contact information is available on the school website. 

www.oldbawncs.ie  

http://www.oldbawncs.ie/
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Child Safeguarding 

Following on from the Children First Act 2015, all child safeguarding procedures contained in 

the legislation came into effect from 11 December 2017 and schools had to be compliant by 

11 march 2018.  

The Old Bawn Community School Child Safeguarding Statement is displayed publically at the 

main entrance of the school and all relevant policies and procedures are published on the 

school website. When reporting or seeking information about child safeguarding concerns, 

the Designated Liaison Person (DLP) is Ms Ursula McCabe and the Deputy Designated 

Liaison Person is (DDLP) is Ms Jennifer Gray.  All staff have been trained in compliance with 

Children First and TUSLA regulations and are subject to it. All registered teachers are 

“mandated persons” which means they have certain legal obligations specifically with 

respect to reporting and consulting with the DLP.  Details of what this means can be found 

at the links displayed earlier in this document.  

In summary the main links that could arise between Children First and this Learning Code 

are as follows: 

• Misbehaviour on an ongoing basis is subject to investigation and intervention by the 

school.  

• All conversations and meetings that take place between students, parents and 

mandated persons are subject to Children First statutory guidelines.  

• Ongoing unexplained absence or regular lateness will come to the attention of the 

school and beyond a certain threshold must be reported to TUSLA. 

• Certain extreme incidents of violence or criminal activity may be reported to An 

Garda Síochána and/or TUSLA.   

• Online content textual or visual that comes to the attention of the school is always 

subject to statutory guidelines. 

• Ordinary written content in journals, books or copies or in graffiti form is subject to 

statutory guidelines.  

• Overheard conversations or information garnered from a third party when following 

up on incidents or behaviour is subject to statutory guidelines. 

• Allegations of any type of abuse or neglect involving students or others will be 

reported.  

• Significantly enhanced oversight is in place through the Act and all concerns, 

allegations and reports form part of the Principals report to the Board of 

Management.  

The school and all mandated persons employed have an obligation to report any information 

obtained or suspected pertaining to abuse or neglect. The school does not have the right to 

make a judgement on the validity of any suspicion or allegation. The DLP decides whether 

the information reaches the threshold for reporting. This does not overrule the mandated 

persons rights or obligations.  

This does not mean that instances of persistent or problem misbehaviour are automatically 

reported. Student wellbeing and educational attainment are of primary concern.  

However, during investigation and intervention in any case of misbehaviour or poor 

participation in school, information arising regarding abuse, neglect or harm from students 

or others will be subject to the schools child safeguarding and reporting obligations.  
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Students Over 18 

 

The provisions of the Guidelines relating to parents apply to the student, where the student 

has reached eighteen years (Age of Majority Act 1985).  

Occasions may therefore arise when an adult student requests the school to restrict or limit 

communication with their parents or to limit parental involvement in matters relating to their 

education. In such circumstances, schools are advised, particularly in relation to suspension 

and expulsion matters, to inform the parents of the student about the change in practice 

and the reasons. (TUSLA Guidelines) 

 

It is policy where possible to encourage the continuing involvement of parents as key allies 

and adults with a key interest in the lives of their children beyond the age of 18. It is also 

our experience that continuing parental involvement and concern is a strong protective 

factor and contributor to success.  However, if a student requests autonomy after the age of 

18 in line with the above act we will inform parents of this change and comply with the 

wishes of the student.  

The Leaning Code will continue to apply in full with the exception of any provision or 

reference made to parent/guardian. 

DATA protection guidelines will also apply.  
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Definition of Roles 

• Role of the Tutor 

The tutor has a very important role in the lives of students. The tutor forms 

strong relationships with the students in their designated class. Very often 

especially in the early years in school, students engage with and trust a tutor 

more than any other teacher.  

Main areas of responsibility: 

• Assume a responsibility and interest in the pastoral, academic and social 
development of your class. 

 

• Keep classes informed, e.g. meetings, exams, school calendar etc. 
 

• Check and sign journals on a weekly basis, encourage good presentation of 
journal.  Make sure it is signed every week. 

 

• Keep SDO/Year Head informed of irregular attendance. 
 

• Check VS ware regularly and keep year head informed of build up of negative 
notes. 

 
• Be a source of support and advice for students. 
 

• Inform Year Head/Deputy Principal if you feel students are at risk, or if you 
become aware of any unusual circumstances. 

 

• Role of the Year Head  
 

The role of the Assistant Principal in implementing the Code of Behaviour is essentially to 

manage the case and act in partnership with a wide range of staff members. 

The first stage of the partnership is with the SDO and the team of Class Tutors assigned to 

the particular year group.  This involves close liaison to support and encourage the work of 

the Class Tutors.  The day to day activities here are concerned with communication about 

students in relation to home background or special family circumstances.  The more formal 

work concerns the implementation of Behaviour Referral System, i.e. checking journals and 

stamping yellow cards and distributing and keeping formal meeting records. 

 

As part of the Behaviour Referral process the Year Head may administer a range of 

consequences and interventions to misbehaving students.  These could range from a 

conversation to ultimately recommending suspension.  The Assistant Principal also keeps in 
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close contact with the Student Support/Pastoral Care team, the Deputy Principal and the 

Principal in relation to behaviour maters matters.  All potential suspensions must be 

discussed with the Deputy Principal in the interests of justice and fairness.   

The other principle party the Year Head involves in the Learning Code is student’s 

parent/guardian.  This contact may range from a note in the journal, a phone call to a 

formal meeting regarding behaviour referral, intervention, suspension or as part of the 

yellow card system.  Fair and just implementation of the Code always involves impartiality, 

the student’s right to be heard and contact with other staff or concerned 

personnel. Assistant Principal’s must also keep accurate and detailed records of every step 

of the process.  Copies of yellow cards all behaviour referrals and meetings templates must 

find their way to students’ files, meetings with parents must be recorded and reports on 

particular students or situations may have to be submitted at intervals to the Principal or the 

Board of Management.   

 

• The Role of The Deputy Principal 

 

The Deputy Principal has a special role in support of the Year Head and each deputy is 

assigned to work with 2 Year Heads.  The formal stages of this support in relation to the 

yellow card process and regarding students and parents/guardians are outlined in previous 

chapters. In the absence of the Principal, the Deputy can sanction or recommend 

suspension.  

The Deputy either as a defined role or in consultation with the senior leadership team will 

recommend and liaise with student support to  oversee various behaviour interventions 

The Deputy Principal has a role with whole staff in supporting Learning and Teaching in the 

classroom and in the delivery and correct implementation of the Learning Code.  

The Deputy Principal has a role in the delivery of information and clarification related in 

matters involving the Learning Code to parents/guardians and the community. 

• The Role of The Principal 

 

“The Articles of Management 10(ii) state that the Principal shall have power, for 

any cause which he /she judges adequate to dismiss, subject to the approval of 

the Board, or to suspend pupils from attendance but on the dismissal or 

suspension of any student the parent shall be informed that he or she has the 

right to appeal to the Board.  Suspension is a serious sanction and should only be 

imposed by the Principal in cases where other efforts to resolve a disciplinary 

situation have failed, or where the nature of the incident dictates that the 

student be removed from the school immediately.” (Ref. 7.35 Tagairt A.C.S.) 

In addition to that stated above the Principal has a role to support/advise and counsel 

students formally and informally.  He/She will be available to support class teachers, class 

tutors, Year Heads, Deputy Principals, Student Support and other departments concerned 

with the Learning Code with elements of that code to the enhancement of classroom 
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management and the learning environment. The Principal has a responsibility to see that the 

Learning Code is administered and adhered to properly and to appoint key personnel to 

manage and implement it in a fair and balanced way.  

The Principal has a role in being available to Parents/Guardians to discuss/advise on all 

matters related to their son/daughters education and welfare.  The Board of Management 

will at all times be kept fully informed on all matters relating to school discipline through the 

Principal. 

 

• The Role of The Student Support and Pastoral Care Coordination Team 

This team has overall responsibility for design, referral, implementation and review of 

recommended programmes designed to intervene in and resolve issues of behaviour and 

student wellbeing. The team also has a role in reporting to the Principal in relation to 

student/family engagement and any programme’s efficacy.  

The work of the team is overseen by the Principal and a Deputy Principal is assigned to be a 

member of this team. The team is aware of and accountable in relation to its statutory 

obligations in relation to child safeguarding. The team is cognisant but does not have a role 

or function in making any assessment or judgement of outside professional interventions, 

diagnoses, prescriptions or therapies.   
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Appendices: 

• Behaviour Support Referral 
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• Meetings Template 
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• Skills for learning progress chart 
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• Yellow Card management document 
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